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From the Chairman

by Jeremy Dhondy

Steering the EBU

click
link

CHANGES
First, an apology. Many readers found their August
magazine covered in endless plastic wrapping. Our
printers forgot to put an insert in to the magazine.
That would have left us both out of pocket and with
a justifiably unhappy advertiser. An arrangement
was made whereby the plastic wrapping would be
slit open and re-taped before the magazine was
sent. For many that did not happen and there was
an additional layer of plastic. Given our discussions
to replace plastic wrapping we were not happy. As a
result, we have taken some action. First we will be
changing printers. Second, we will be switching to a
potato starch-based wrapper but not before we have
used up our existing polywrap. This means by April
2020 the new wrapping will be 100% compostable.
Of course, there are nearly as many different
recycling schemes as there are local authorities but
we have sought and received assurances that the
wrapping will be disposable:
D in a home compost heap;
D in the green garden waste bin;
D in the kitchen food waste caddy.
The wrapping is, of course, biodegradable and
the ink on the label will be compostable. More news
on all this when we run out of our polywrap.

DEAR DIARY
We gave notice in the August issue that from next
year the diary will be ‘opt in’. It means anyone
qualifying for a diary will only be sent one if they
opt for this to happen. Everyone has been
automatically opted out unless you are one of the
early adopters who has already pressed the button.
You can opt in any time through ‘MyEBU’ or you
can ring and ask for it to be done. At some point in
April next year we will have to decide how many
diaries to print so your early attention is
appreciated.

HISTORY
Screens are devices used at championships, trials
and a few other high-level events. There are far too
www.ebu.co.uk

many problems (not to mention costs) for them to
come to clubs or congresses so many players will
never see or use them but they are popular with
those who play in trials and international events. I
always thought that they were introduced in the
early 1970s and one of the reasons was to eradicate
the small number of pairs who were keener to use
their hands to signal what to lead than the
legitimate efforts of most of their opponents.
However, Bridge Magazine in 1958 reports a ‘new
device’ which is remarkably like the screen that
followed a decade and a half later. The article quotes
Sam Stayman as saying that they are not to prevent
cheating but to reduce the number of tell-tale
hesitations which are ‘the bane of our game’

VOLUNTEERS
Clubs and counties report that it is more difficult
to recruit volunteers than it used to be. Many local
clubs would be unable to continue were it not for
the army of people to direct, score, collect
memberships, deal with the tea and coffee and 101
other jobs. The job of the director can be a thankless
one especially if he or she must deal with the
aggressive behaviour of a few. Club committees can
help by making clear their expectations of
members, and by being supportive of their, mostly
volunteer, directors. One way to assist is to offer to
pay for a club director’s course. Most people do
their job with more authority if they are well
trained. Details of courses and availability can be
found at www.ebedcio.org.uk/td-training. Still on
the topic of volunteers, the manager of a club spoke
to me at the Summer Congress to say that her club
was very keen to increase the number of juniors
playing and had organised some summer sessions.
However, she found it difficult to recruit volunteers
to go into schools over the course of a year for the
follow up. EBED has put together a Youth Bridge
Handbook at https://tinyurl.com/y2xjfyck which
gives many helpful pointers but there may well be
more successful ideas out there which EBED or I
would be pleased to hear about.
r
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Responding to partner’s take-out doubles

click
link

L

ast issue we looked at take-out doubles and
said that doubling your opponent’s opening
bid for take-out shows tolerance for all of the
unbid suits and something resembling an opening
hand. This time we will look at the auction from the
point of view of the doubler’s partner: what do your
bids mean after partner has made a take-out
double? Let’s use this auction as an example. You are
sitting South:

W
1®

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
Pass

S
?

Your first option is to pass partner’s double.
Partner has said that they have a fair hand with
shortage in clubs and support for the other suits, so
1® is likely to be a fair contract unless you have a
good hand with great clubs. This means that you
can’t pass 1® just because you have a bad hand with
nothing to say. Partner has asked you to take the
contract out to something else, so with a bad hand
that is exactly what you should do. Passing the
double says, ‘I think we are going to collect a penalty
from this, even though you don’t have many clubs,
partner’.
In practice it is often better to try to bid your own
game, such as 3NT, than to try to collect a penalty
at such a low level. Passing is more commonly seen
when partner doubles a weak 2 or a higher level
pre-empt for take-out than a one level opening. If
you don’t pass the double you have to bid
something. Bidding a suit at the lowest level doesn’t
promise any values at all, because partner has made
you bid. It is commonly said that these bids show 08 points, but I think that a better way to think of it
is to say that if you bid your suit as cheaply as
possible you are saying ‘I am not interested in game
unless you have substantially more than a minimum’.
I would invite with a nine count if I had a fivecard suit (partner has told you they have an
opening hand and a fit for you), but probably not
6
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with a four-card suit, so after 1®-Dble-Pass I would
bid at the one level with 0-8 with a four- or fivecard suit and on 0-9 with a four-card suit.
You might even occasionally have to bid a suit
with only three cards in it: what else can you do in
the example below?
´
™
t
®

763
J83
J54
9632

W
1®

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
Pass

S
?

In this example you must bid a three-card suit. I
would bid 1t for a couple of reasons. It conserves
space and partner will not be excited by a major fit.
If you have a hand that would like to invite
partner to game you can make a single jump in
your suit. If you jump in a major this promises a
four-card suit, but if you jump in a minor you
should have five, as partner will often have three
cards and occasionally only two in an unbid minor,
but will always have three and usually four in an
unbid major. Good hands with a four-card minor
will often bid NT. Double jumps don’t really exist in
standard methods, so I would not make one unless
I had explicitly agreed its meaning with my partner.
With 8-10 points and a balanced hand and a stop
in opener’s suit, you can bid 1NT. Bidding 1NT
does promise these values – with a weaker hand,
just bid a suit at the lowest level. You can’t bid 1NT
with a weaker hand because it’ll be very easy for
opponents to double you – you probably don’t have
the balance of power and have already told them
you don’t have a great fit to run to. With a stronger
hand (11-12) you can bid 2NT and on a stronger
hand still you can jump to the game of your choice.
Some books advocate bidding 1NT with 8-9 points
and 2NT with 10-12, which I really dislike: I like my
partner to be able to double with slightly less than
an opening bid if they have a suitable shape and I
do not like playing 2NT with 10 opposite 11 points
and no fit.
www.ebu.co.uk

What should you do, though, if you have a good
hand with no clear bid – maybe your stop in their
suit is iffy or you would like to invite partner to bid
game but have both majors, and are not sure which
one to bid? In these cases you can bid the
opponents’ suit: this is called making a cue bid. It
says ‘I have a good hand but I’m not sure what to do’
and it is forcing until suit agreement.
If the third hand bids, the cheapest bid in a new
suit is non forcing but does show some values (at
least six with a four-card suit, a bit less with a fivecard suit), as you can pass with a bust. A jump in a
new suit shows the same thing as if they had not bid
– an invitational hand with the appropriate length
in that suit.

TEST YOURSELF
What would you bid with each of these hands on
the following auction, sitting South:

Hand 3. Bid 2®. This isn’t a jump so it doesn’t
show values.

Hand 4. Bid 1´. You don’t have enough to invite,
so you must bid a suit at the lowest level.
Advanced: I’d bid 1´ rather than 1™ because I
might get to bid 2™ later, if the opponents
compete, and now I’ve got both my suits in. If I
start with 1™ I won’t want to bid 2´ in
competition, as partner will have to bid hearts at
the three level if they want to give preference.

Hand 5. Jump to 2™, showing about 9-10 points
with five hearts or 10-11 points with four hearts.
With 11 points and five hearts (and some 10s) I’d
just bid game.

Hand 6. I would bid 4´, expecting an easy make
facing partner’s known diamond shortage and
three or four card spade support.

Hand 7. Bid 1´, not 2®. Partner’s double is more
W
1t

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
Q873
653
J8732
9

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
Pass

S
?

Hand 2
Q64
Q4
A J 10 5
J987

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
J4
973
654
J 10 8 6 5

about major suit length than about an unbid
minor. This means that they will often have four
spades, so you may miss a 4-4 fit if you do not bid
them. It is less important to get to the lower
scoring club contract and if partner has a good
hand it is more likely that 4´ will make than any
other game.
r

IN SUMMARY
After 1®/t/™/´–Dble–Pass–? you can:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
KQ72
Q 10 8 7
965
53

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
Q76
KJ642
Q9
J83

Hand 6
Hand 7
K Q 10 9 7 3 ´ Q 8 6 4
J3
™ 7
965
t 753
K4
® KJ652

Hand 1. Bid 1´ because you have four spades and
no interest in game.

Hand 2. Bid 1NT showing 8-10 points, values in
diamonds and no great wish to play in a major. If
I held 11 points I might bid 1NT or 2NT
depending on how much I liked my hand. With
12 points I would bid 2NT, not 3NT, as partner
may be a little below opening strength if they
have good shape.
www.ebu.co.uk

D pass if you have their suit and think they won’t
make, but lean towards bidding your own game
if you have sufficient values. You will very rarely
pass at the one level;
D prefer to bid a four-card major rather than a
longer minor;
D bid your suit at the lowest level with 0-9 points
and a four-card suit or 0-8 points and a fivecard suit;
D jump in your suit to invite partner to bid game;
D bid 1NT with 8-10 points and a stop in the
opponent’s suit (denying an unbid four-card
major);
D bid 2NT with 11-12 points and a stop in the
opponent’s suit (denying an unbid four-card
major);
D bid their suit if you have a good hand and don’t
know what to do;
D bid game if you fancy your chances. Don’t be
shy with a good fit!
r
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I

n each of the following hands you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
A83
J9764
K3
AJ6

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
J7
762
AQJ753
84

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

J5
K Q 10 8 2
AJ52
K4

You are in 6™. West
leads the ´K. Plan
your play.

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
AQJ63
982
A62
K6

´
™
t
®

A 10 8
KJ4
10 9 4
AK73

You are in 3NT. West
made a 1™ overcall,
and leads the ™5.
East plays the ™Q.
Plan your play.
´
™
t
®

Hand 4
763
KJ5
K J 10 7 5 3
4

N
W

K 10 2
Q5
K873
A842

You are in 4´
following a transfer
auction. West leads
the ®Q. Plan your
play.

W

N

E

S

W

N
1´

E
Pass

S
1NT

W
1™
?

N
2®

E
2™

S
3®

Hand 4
´ KQ9752
™A
t A K 10 7
® 95

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2´

S
Pass

Hand 5
´ K Q 10 9 5 2
™3
tA4
® AQJ4

W
N
E
1´
Pass
2t
3®
Pass
3´
4NT
Pass
5™1
?
1
two aces/key cards

S
Pass
Pass
Pass

W

S
Pass

Hand 2
´ A2
™ 74
t K Q J 10 4
®8632

Hand 3
´ Q 10 3
™AQ9843
tA
®J93

E
S

´
™
t
®

A 10 4 2
A76
A94
K85

You are in 3NT after
North opens a weak
2t. West leads the
™4.
Plan your play.

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 40
8

W
?

Hand 1
´ 52
™8
tAQ9
®AKQJ754

?

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?

English Bridge October 2019

Hand 6
´ A9742
™A2
t3
® 10 9 8 4 2

N
4™

E
4NT1

?
1

minors

Julian Pottage gives the answers
on page 62
www.ebu.co.uk

Basic Cardplay
First Trick Crisis 2

click
link

H

ow should you handle the following suit
combination when the opponents lead the
suit?

will generate a second spade trick whenever West
has the ´J, or the ´K.
So what’s the problem? There isn’t one with that
hand, but what about this one?

´ AQ5
´4

N
W

´
™
t
®

E
S

´ 10 6 3
Suppose this is your spade holding in 3NT after
West leads the suit. What card should you play from
dummy?

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the ´4.

N
W

´
™
t
®

Everything in this game is within context. Let’s
look at an example hand. West kicks off with the ´4
lead against 3NT and this is what you can see:

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the ´4.

AQ5
742
KQJ4
853
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 6 3
AK8
10 9 5 3
AK7

Every time you embark upon a declarer play
adventure you should Count and Plan before
calling for a card. Here, you can see two clubs, two
hearts and a spade on top and three slow diamonds.
That totals eight easy winners. A second spade trick
would swell the coffers to nine, and you are odds-on
to manage that.
Having done the maths, you call for a low card
from dummy, running the lead to the ten, which
10 English Bridge October 2019

E
S

You think this is easy? Well, maybe it is. You smell
a rat? Well, you are probably right to do so.

´
™
t
®

AQ5
742
KQJ5
853

10 6 3
Q3
A9642
AK7

Your Count and Plan shows you eight winners as
before (two clubs, five diamonds and a spade), but
here a heart switch would surely defeat you.
Running the spade lead to the ten risks defeat –
should East win and return a heart you’d surely go
down. Your best bet for nine tricks is to insert the
´Q from dummy at trick one, hoping for the deal to
look something like this:
South plays 3NT. West leads the ´4
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K9742
KJ6
10
Q 10 6 2

AQ5
742
KQJ5
853
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J8
A 10 9 8 5
873
J94

10 6 3
Q3
A9642
AK7

www.ebu.co.uk

Should you play low from dummy on the
opening lead, East would almost certainly take the
´J and switch to the ™10, with fatal effect.
What about this next one? Once again, you are
playing in 3NT and once again West leads the ´4.

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the ´4.

´
™
t
®

AQ5
742
KQJ5
J83
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 6 3
J3
A9642
AKQ

This time your Count and Plan reveals nine on
top (one spade, five diamonds and three clubs).
With the contract secure you have no reason to take
any risks in the spade suit, especially with East-West
able to take a shedload of heart winners. Grab the
´A and run for home.
The hand is trickier if playing match-point pairs,
mind you. Should you play for an overtrick by
putting in the ´Q? That’s a tricky one. For sure,
running the spade to hand, effectively trying for two
overtricks by hoping West has the ´K J, would be
pushing your luck too far at trick one.
r

Have you got it?
Paul’s quiz is online, p67

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

A Difficult Defence

T

he fifth-formers, John Hutson and Neil
Phillips, were not displeased to find that they
would face the Headmaster on the first
round. Whether they did well or not, there might be
some sort of story to tell their friends after the
session.
The players drew their cards for this board:

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ K 10 7 4
™ J2
t874
® 10 9 6 2
6
´ A92
N
854
™ A 10 9 7 6
W
E
KQJ
t 92
S
KJ8743
® AQ5
´ QJ853
™ KQ3
t A 10 6 5 3
®–

West
Reverend
Benson

North
Neil
Phillips

East
The
Headmaster

2®
Pass

3´
Pass

3NT
Dble

South
John
Hutson
1´
4´
All Pass

The Reverend Benson led the king of diamonds
and down went the dummy. ‘A king and a dubious
jack, boy?’ he exclaimed. ‘How can you bid 3´ on
that?’
‘It wasn’t a game-try, Sir,’ Neil Phillips replied.
‘Your hand contains ten losers,’ persisted Benson.
‘Eleven, if you add one for no aces. A jump raise
should be stronger than that, whatever bizarre
system you play.’
The Headmaster, who could summon little
interest in the boys’ bidding, beckoned for play to
continue. John Hutson could see that he would
need a 3-2 diamond break to make a worthwhile
12 English Bridge October 2019

number of tricks. He held off the first diamond and
won the second round with the ace.
When a trump was played to the king, the
Headmaster took his ace and switched to the ®A.
Hutson ruffed and drew a second round of trumps
with the queen, West throwing a club. With one
trump still out, he next played a heart to the jack.
The Headmaster won and played another club,
reducing declarer to the bare ´J.
Hutson played the ™KQ, discarding dummy’s last
diamond, and ruffed a diamond with the ´10. He
returned to his hand with the ´J, drawing the last
trump, and claimed the contract.
The Headmaster slumped in his chair and pushed
his personal scorecard to one side, declining to enter
the result. ‘Your diamond lead gave it to him,
Charlie,’ he declared. ‘Lead a club and the boy runs
out of trumps before he can make use of the
diamonds.’
‘Whether that’s true or not, the Good Lord can
hardly have intended me to lead a club,’ Benson
replied. ‘Not when I was given a KQJ sequence in
diamonds.’
Not long afterwards, Hutson and Phillips faced
the masters’ top pair, Bertie Bellis and Percy
Cutforth.
Cutforth turned towards John Hutson, peering
through his thick lenses. ‘Did you hand in your
homework at the end of today’s lesson?’ he
enquired. ‘Your book was missing from the pile.’
‘Er... I’m not sure, Sir,’ Hutson replied, looking the
Physics master in the eye. ‘I’ll look in my desk
tomorrow morning.’
Bertie Bellis shared a smile with his colleague.
The words ‘not sure, Sir’ tended to mean only one
thing in the Cholmeley School environment.
This was the deal before them:
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ QJ963
™A
t 10 7 5
®6542
10 7 5
´ 842
N
Q852
™ KJ74
W
E
Q63
t 984
S
KQ9
® 10 7 3
´ AK
™ 10 9 6 3
tAKJ2
®AJ8

West
Neil
Phillips

North
Percy
Cutforth

Pass
3™1
Pass
3NT
1
Transfer to spades

East
John
Hutson
Pass
All Pass

South
Bertie
Bellis
2NT
3´

Phillips led his fourth-best heart, and Bertie Bellis
paused to assess his prospects. Hearts were probably
4-4 after a lead of the 2, but the ensuing spade
blockage might cause a problem. ‘Ace, please,’ said
the maths master.
A finesse of the jack of diamonds lost to the
queen and the defenders took three tricks in the
heart suit. Bellis won the ®K switch, unblocked the
´AK and crossed to dummy’s t10 to make three
more spade tricks. Two top diamonds in his hand
gave him the contract.
Neil Phillips blinked. ‘What a strange deal,’ he
said. ‘If Hutson held three diamonds to the queen,
you would have gone down. You would make four
diamonds, two spades and two more aces, but that’s
only eight tricks.’
John Hutson was unimpressed by this
assessment. ‘Just the same eight tricks that declarer
would have made if you’d allowed the jack of
diamonds to win,’ he observed.
Bertie Bellis unscrewed his fountain pen and
inscribed a neat 400 in his plus column. ‘Ducking
the first diamond wasn’t an easy defence to find,’ he
said. ‘Suppose you’d been West, Hutson? Do you
think you would have ducked?’
Hutson considered the matter for a few moments.
‘I’m not sure, Sir,’ he replied.
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

Counting declarer’s shape

click
link

YOU ARE PLAYING TEAMS, SITTING WEST
N/S Game. Dealer South. Teams Scoring
West
North East
South
2´1
Pass
4´
All Pass
1
Weak, 6-9 points, 5 spades, 4+ minor

What would you lead as West from:
As there is no attractive lead,
you start by eliminating the
worst leads. A trump is out of
the question. Neither the tA,
nor a club appeals. You might
be leading declarer’s second
suit. That leaves a heart lead as the least of evils.

´
™
t
®

Q 10 9
10 7 6 4
A5
KJ98

You lead the ™4 and this is what you see:
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Q 10 9
10 7 6 4
A5
KJ98

K32
AK5
KQ632
65

E
S

Declarer plays the ™A from dummy and East
contributes the ™2, low-encouraging, and South the
™8. Declarer plays the t2 from dummy: nine
(natural count) – jack...

What is natural count?
Playing low from an odd number of cards and
high-low with an even number of cards. ‘Reverse
count’ is high-low with an odd number of cards
and lowest from an even number.

What do you know from East’s t9?

D South began with tJ10 and East with t9874.
With an even number of diamonds headed by the
14 English Bridge October 2019

Do you take the tA?

If you duck the tA, declarer may have began with
a 5-1-2-5 pattern. When the tJ wins, South
might be able to cross to the ´K and cash the ™K
to pitch the t10.
Even if there is no threat of discarding the t10,
you should take the tA. If you duck the tJ, South
can play the t10 and dummy’s diamonds are
winners.
If you take the tA, the diamonds are blocked for
South. South will need to unblock and reach
dummy to make use of the diamonds. You take
the tA.

What next?
To knock out a potential entry to the diamonds,
you continue with the ™6: king – three – nine.

What does that tell you?
South has followed to two hearts and you have
placed South with tJ10. South’s must be 5-2-2-4.

N
W

109, East would have played the t10.
D East is showing an even number of diamonds.
Clearly that must be four and declarer has two.
Declarer would not be fiddling around in
diamonds if holding four diamonds.
D Declarer’s minor suit will be 4+ clubs.

Declarer continues with the ´2: seven-jack-queen.

What do you do now?
The defence was found wanting on this deal, from
the semi-finals of a National Teams Playoff.
After winning the ´Q, West played a third heart.
Clearly West was not counting out South’s shape
(see full deal opposite). South ruffed, cashed the ´A
and t10, crossed to the ´K and ran the diamonds
to discard three clubs. That was also declarer’s plan
if the ´J had won.
Declarer’s play setting up the diamonds strongly
suggests a need to discard clubs.
If South had strong clubs, headed by say, AQ,
South might have finessed the ®Q early and set
about ruffing clubs in dummy.
www.ebu.co.uk

West can reasonably place South with five spades
to the AJ, plus the tJ. In that case, South is probably
missing the ®A and certainly will not have ®AQ.

DOUBLE AT SCARBOROUGH

West should therefore switch to a club. Best is to
play the ®K and then a club to partner’s ace to take
4´ one down.
If you switch to the ®8, East wins the ®A but
might do the wrong thing next by trying to cash a
heart. Unlike you, partner does not know about the
t10. Also, your ®8, although it is your lowest, looks
very much like a high-card-discouraging switch. r
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Q 10 9
10 7 6 4

K32
AK5
KQ632
65
N
W

A5

E
S

KJ98
´
™
t
®

www.ebu.co.uk

AJ654
98
J 10
Q 10 7 4

´87
™QJ32
t9874
®A32

Chris Cooper & Steve Raine (from left) won the
Swiss Pairs a pip ahead of Nick Woodcock & Susan
Fjortoft. They are pictured here with team mates
John Sansom and Jason Hackett, as winners of the
A-final of the teams event. Jeremy Dhondy, Bill
Hirst, John Holland and Jackie Pye won the BFinal. The two consolation finals were won by
Denis Murphy, Pearl Murphy, Kathy Talbot &
Denis Talbot and Sue Woodcock, Nick Woodcock,
Stuart Clarke & Susan Fjortoft.
In the Seniors Pairs Jeremy Dhondy & Bill Hirst
won the A Final. The B Final had joint winners
Denis Murphy & Pearl Murphy and Paul Murray
& Peter Grauer, and the Consolation Pairs was
won by Carolyn Fisher & Pat Watson.
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Crocs on Defence

by Stephen Kennedy

Leads against No Trumps

click
link

WE ARE DELIGHTED to welcome Stephen
Kennedy as a new contributor. Stephen is a junior
international and has been part of the U26 squad
ever since he was booted out of the U21s on
grounds of age. He is also a full-time player, writer
and teacher of bridge.

D

efence is a difficult subject, but never forget
that we defend twice as often as we declare.
As a junior, I was quite surprised when
asked to write an article on defence. My experience
with defence is similar to my experience with the
pass card: very little. But even I, a proud user of the
9-11 NT opening, find myself defending once every
session or so, and every defence starts with the
opening lead.
If defence is the hardest part of bridge, I don’t
even want to think about how hard opening leads
are. They seem innocent enough: we only need to
choose one card, and we don’t have to worry about
interference from partner. But without the 13 cards
in dummy, we have just the bidding and our wits to
guide us. This is often enough, but even the greatest
of leads can turn foul if the unseen hands lie
unfavourably. It can be very annoying when we lead
from a great suit such as KJ987 and partner plays
the two to the first trick, allowing declarer to score
an undeserved ten. Such things can leave us in a bad
position and it can be difficult to recover.

guess. But that doesn’t mean we can’t make a good
guess.
Leading from our longest and strongest is good
because we want to lead the suits that declarer and
dummy are short in and have less strength in. When
bidding, we should favour majors over other suits
and that is exactly why we should lead a major here.
How many hearts and spades do you think
dummy has? He didn’t transfer, so he won’t have
five of either, and he didn’t bid Stayman, so he
probably doesn’t even have a four-card major. If he
has length in anything, it’s the minors. A spade lead
is better than a diamond.
The mantra of lead a major against no trumps is
good, but it might not be infallible. What would you
lead from this hand against the same auction?
´
™
t
®

KJ987
K7
AQ4
J 10 9

K963
J54
K963
87

W
Pass

N
3NT

E

S
1NT

All Pass

would you, as West, lead after:
The sacred mantra of fourth highest from our
longest and strongest doesn’t seem to help us here:
our spades and diamonds are exactly the same, and
it all depends on what partner has. We are left to a
16 English Bridge October 2019

N

E

Pass

3NT

All Pass

S
1NT

It seems like an obvious lead. Spades is your
longest and strongest suit and it’s a major. What
could be easier? But something odd happens. When
you lead a spade, the full deal is as follows:
South plays 3NT.
´
™
t
®

Let’s do our best to avoid such a position. What
´
™
t
®

W

´
™
t
®

KJ987
K7
AQ4
J 10 9

653
AJ6
J83
AK32
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

2
10 9 8 5 4 2
10 7 5
754

A Q 10 4
Q3
K962
Q86

Partner plays the ´2 to trick one, allowing
declarer to score an undeserved ten.
www.ebu.co.uk

You might think it unlucky that partner has no
points in spades; you might think it unlucky that he
has no points at all; but if you had thought before
making your opening lead, you wouldn’t have run
into such bad luck.
How many points do you have? 14 by my count.
And the opponents just bid to game which requires
25. How many points can partner have? One at
most. The reason we lead from our strong holdings
is to establish tricks, but how can we establish our
king and jack if partner has no help for us?
Leading from kings can give away tricks at the
best of times, and this is certainly the worst of times.
The spade lead doesn’t just give away a trick, it also
tells declarer how to play the hand. After pocketing
a spade trick, declarer will know not to touch the
suit again.
It isn’t obvious how declarer will play from here,
but it is clear that he would have had a harder time
on a passive club lead. On a club lead, who knows
how he’ll play? He might make, he might not, but
you won’t have made it easy for him. All you can do
is lead passive and hope that tricks come your way.
The ®J is the right lead.

Hand 1. With 12 points, partner can have at most
three. A lead from hearts is too risky and we
should opt for a spade lead. If partner has length,
we might be able to establish the fourth spade
without conceding a trick, and a lead from four
small is unlikely to give away a trick.

Hand 2. Even though clubs is our best suit, our
major suit bias should pull us towards leading a
heart. Leads from ace to four can often be poor,
even in a major.

Hand 3. Our major suit bias can only pull us so far.
A diamond lead is standout. Ace to five is often a
very good lead.

Hand 4. Our major suit bias should push us
towards a heart, rather than a club, but a spade
lead is probably best. With only three points of
our own, partner is marked with a good hand and
a fair suit in spades since we are so short. It’s not
unlikely that partner will hold something like
KJ987 a lead through dummy’s holding could
work well. We must hope that partner reads our
´5 as from a weak holding. A glance at the
number of points in his own hand should steer
him on the right path.
r

Every time you find yourself on lead, you should
consider what suits partner is likely to be long in
and how many points he will have. Once you figure
that out, the right lead will often be obvious. And if
it turns out that your incredibly well-reasoned lead
doesn’t work, don’t give up. There will be others
that made the same lead and you won’t be in a bad
position until you give up.

TRY THESE ONES

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

W

N

E

Pass

3NT

All Pass

Hand 1
10 8 5 4
AQ54
KJ9
Q4
Hand 3
K54
Q 10
A9853
10 8 6

www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

S
1NT

Hand 2
52
9873
K 10 7
A632
Hand 4
52
9873
K 10 7
9632

PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to
Andrew Petrie, Lancashire
on becoming a

Premier Grand Master
the English Bridge Union’s highest rank,
requiring a minimum 1,500 Green Points
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An October Squeeze . . .

by Andrew Robson

The Vienna Coup

click
link

Declaring 7NT (don’t ask), South received a club lead. He ran his
AJ32
A5432
clubs, discarding dummy’s diamonds, then cashed his diamonds. However,
AKQ
because East was discarding after dummy (with its threats in both majors),
2
´ K Q 10 8 5 no squeeze operated. Down one.

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

976
10 8 7
876
7654

N

™KJ9
t5432
®3

There was no way for declarer to succeed on a club lead, but say West led
a
diamond.
Declarer can now make all 13 tricks by converting the ending
´ 4
from a Positional Squeeze to an Automatic one. He does this by cashing the
™ Q6
t J 10 9
ace of hearts (key play) prior to running his clubs. [He cannot do this on a
® A K Q J 10 9 8
club lead, for the lack of a re-entry to hand.] This moves the one-card
threat to South. With the two-card threat (´AJ) in the other hand to the
one-card threat (™Q), the Squeeze is now Automatic.
W

E

S

Effectively an unblocking play, this ingeniously simple manoeuvre of
cashing a winner to move a threat to the other hand, thereby converting a
Positional Squeeze into an Automatic one, is known as a Vienna Coup
(a name originating from Whist; the Austrian connection has been lost in
the mists of time).

´
™
t
®

97
10
–
–

Here is the ending as declarer leads the final club. The heart is thrown
from dummy, and East surrenders.

Love All. Dealer South

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J84
A864
AKQ2
65

´
™
t
®

´
™
W
E
t
S
®
AKQ962
Q72
63
KQ

75
J93
975
J 10 9 8 7

N

10 3
K 10 5
J 10 8 4
A432

West

North

East

´
™
t
®

AJ
5
–
–

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

KQ
K
–
–

4
Q
–
8 (led)

South
1´
3´

Pass
2t
Pass
Pass
6 ´1
All Pass
1
Four quick tricks and a nine-card fit make
this a fair gamble.

On this deal, the defence play ace and another
club against 6´. Declarer wins, draws trumps in two
rounds, then makes the key play of cashing the ace
of hearts (the Vienna Coup). Only by doing this is
he later able to squeeze East.
He now runs all his trumps, leaving ™Q in hand
and tAKQ2 in dummy. What can East throw (on
the last trump) from ™K and tJ1084? Answer: the
towel!

The deal is taken from Andrew Robson’s Endplay & Squeeze, one of his series of invaluable
Bridge Lessons books. They are available from the EBU’s www.bridge-warehouse.co.uk
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Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Coping with Interference - Part 5

click
link

L

ast issue we looked at how to cope when
partner’s opening bid was doubled for takeout by your right hand opponent, and the
various bids you could make.
One bid which we discussed was the use of 2NT
over a double as a good raise, suggesting a hand that
we would have raised to the 3-level or better in
partner’s suit. This was to distinguish it from
weaker hands that wanted to pre-empt the
opponents by jumping in partner’s suit.
While this bid is a straightforward part of
standard Acol, it does seem to go unused a lot of the
time and many players seem to have forgotten what
to do once the bid is made. Let’s start by reminding
ourselves exactly what it is:
After partner’s one of a suit opening is doubled
for take-out, a jump to 2NT says ‘Partner I have a
hand that would have raised you to the 3-level to
invite game (or better) if there was no intervening
double’.
It is (significantly) more common in major suits
which is why our examples today will deal with
majors, but it can be used when partner has opened
a minor suit as well. Sitting East, an average run-ofthe-mill hand would be something like this:

W
1´

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
2NTA

S

´
™
t
®

Q 10 7 6
K3
AJ52
643

But you might also have these hands:
´
™
t
®

AK54
95
QJ954
KJ

´
™
t
®

A J 10 4 3
5
AKJ3
Q54

´
™
t
®

K97632
A3
AQ4
Q2

where game will not only be invited it will also be
bid (and possibly more), though in practice all are
20 English Bridge October 2019

rare. The double of 1´ makes it much more likely
that it is a game or part-score question, rather than
a game or slam question.
So, 2NT is bid (and alerted just in case the
opponents are unsure). What happens now? The
answer is partner decides what they would have
done facing a traditional four card invitational
raise, and bids accordingly:
D If partner has a hand that would always pass a
limit raise he signs off in 3™/´. This suggests a
minimum (or sub-minimum) opening bid, often
something like a 5·4·2·2 11-count, or perhaps a
5·3·3·2 hand that they felt couldn’t be opened
1NT.
D If partner has a hand that is unsure whether it
would have raised a limit bid to game, or might
have been borderline, then they can bid another
suit (lower ranking than their own suit) as a game
try. Ostensibly this is a long suit game try, and asks
you to bid to game if you are better than
minimum, or if you have an unexpectedly good
holding in the game try suit.
D If partner has a hand which would always bid
game over a limit raise then jump to game. The
2NT bidder is expected to pass although,
knowing the opener has a little extra you can look
for a slam if you have a much stronger hand
(rare).
D If partner has enough that they are thinking
about a slam facing a limit raise then they can
jump as a splinter bid (again, the splinter suit
must be lower ranking than the agreed suit,
otherwise you have run out of bidding room) or
try 4NT. It is also possible to temporise with a
new suit as a game try and then surprise you later
if you accept.
Let’s see a few of these sequences in action:

Have you got it? Try Michael’s quiz on
page 69 when you’ve finished the article
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

A Q 10 6 5
Q43
8765
K

W
1´
3´

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
2NTA
All Pass

K753
K765
Q3
QJ3

them to game. East ‘only’ has ten points, but the
powerful trumps (that 10 will often help overcome
bad breaks) and strong honour doubletons will be
ideal. It is also very likely that partner has a
singleton spade.
´
™
t
®

S
Pass

Opener has a grotty opening bid (let’s be charitable
and assume he hasn’t played a hand in a while) and
East has a respectable limit raise which they show
with 2NT. Opener bids 3´ to say ‘I would have
passed in the sequence 1´ Pass 3´’ and responder
respects this choice.
´
™
t
®

AQ876
8
K J 10 6 5
54

W
1´
4´

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Dealer West.
N
E
Dble
2NTA
All Pass

J 10 4 3
AQ2
97
KJ63

S
Pass

The opener has a respectable light opening bid, with
two decent 5-card suits. East shows a limit raise and
West takes a shot at game, which is a fair gamble.
Even though East has two small in his second suit,
game is better than it looks as the spade finesse is
more likely to be right than usual (North is short
remember) and the ®A is more likely to be with
North. If instead North has the queen he may well
give this away at trick one by leading the suit, in
which case the jack from dummy will work.
´
™
t
®

J
K9753
A J 10 7
K93

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

87543
Q J 10 2
K3
A8

AKJ854
A432
3
KJ

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Dealer West.
W
N
E
1´
Dble
2NTA
4t
Pass
4™
4NT
Pass
5®1
6´
All Pass
1
4 or 1 keycards

10 7 3 2
K5
J872
AQ3

S
Pass
Pass
Pass

West has more than enough to go to game but tries
4t as a splinter in case a low point count slam is on.
East has 90% working points (only the tJ is useless)
and is well worth a cue bid to show a first- or
second-round control in hearts, and West can take a
shot at slam after checking on aces.
Note that slam has 12 top tricks even if trumps
are 3-0, since the void will surely be with North and
the trumps can be picked up after cashing a top
honour.

The Dos and Don’ts of bidding after a
take-out double
Do

use the 2NT bid to differentiate between a
weak raise to 3´ (four trumps and 5-9
points) and a limit raise or better (a hand
that would bid 1´ Pass 3´ if there was no
double).

Do

imagine partner has a traditional 4·4·3·2
ten count when he bids 2NT over a double
after you have opened a major, and plan
accordingly.

Don’t forget you are not required to take the
W
1™
3t

Dealer West.
N
E
S
Dble
2NTA Pass
Pass
4™
All Pass

decision about whether or not to go to
game by yourself. If you are unsure you
can bid a second suit and let partner
decide.

Don’t assume that your side can’t make a slam
West has only 12 points but fair playing strength
and a useful second suit. West tries 3t, prepared to
pass if partner returns to 3™, but here East takes
www.ebu.co.uk

just because of an intervening take-out
double. When you hold a strong hand it
costs nothing to consult partner first. r
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Acol Unveiled

by Chris Jagger

The Weak No Trump

click
link

WE ARE DELIGHTED to welcome Chris Jagger to
our team of contributors. Jeffrey Allerton and
Chris won the 2018 Open Trials to represent
England at the European Championships. From
there they qualified for the Bermuda Bowl in
China played in September as this issue went to
press. It is the world’s most prestigious bridge
tournament. They were the only pair playing Acol
in the trials . . . and will probably be the only pair
playing Acol in the whole Bermuda Bowl.
In this series Chris will pick apart his system,
giving us insight into the nuances he derives from
the conventions they play, and their measures and
counter-measures to deal with difficult situations.

T

he first thing most new partnerships discuss
is what range of no trump they play. When I
was young, almost everyone played a weak
no trump, showing 12-14 points. In much of the
country this is still true; it is part of Standard
English, and people find it easy to play.
If you come along to the national trials though,
you find a different story. Here, a lot more of the top
players play the strong no trump, so it is natural to
wonder if the weak no trump still stands up to
scrutiny. In my view it definitely does.

ADVANTAGES
Easy to play: Most teachers have realised it is better
to teach newcomers the weak no trump as it is
easier to play. The same should apply for
advanced players. It is commonly said that you
pre-empt opponents to make their life difficult, as
then they are more likely to get things wrong. So
why would you choose to play a harder 1NT
system that makes it more likely your side will get
things wrong? In the long run, no matter how
good you are, if you give yourself easy bidding
problems, you are going to get more of them
right. You will also feel happier about the
decisions and save energy for other aspects of the
game.
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Common hand type: Opening 1NT is a great preemptive manoeuvre which you want to keep for
the most common hand types. Does anyone play
1NT to show a 25-27 point hand? No, it is far too
uncommon. Similarly you are more likely to have
12-14 points than 15-17, so it is better to use 1NT
for this purpose. A deal from the last open trials
perfectly demonstrates this pre-emptive effect:
Game All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

AQ9
10 4 3 2
K42
QJ3

´
™
t
S
®
K 10 8 5 4 2
A96
5
982
N

W

´
™
t
®

W
1NT
3NT

J763
KQ7
J9763
A
E

N
E
Pass
3´A
All Pass

–
J85
A Q 10 8
K 10 7 6 5 4

S
Pass

West opened 1NT. The 3´ bid showed a singleton
or void in the suit and both minors (for a later
issue). We were the only pair in the room making
3NT. The most common result was N/S making 4´
doubled, after auctions started 1®-(Dble).

Makes partner the boss: Once partner knows you
have a balanced hand with 12-14 points, they are
in a great position to decide what contract to play
in. It leaves the opponents with no idea of their
combined strength or shape. They could pass and
miss game, or come in and be hopelessly
outgunned. A frequent upside of the weak no
trump is opponents missing game with balanced
hands, 13 points opposite 12. Using the strong no
trump, the lucky opponents know game is
unlikely, so they focus on simply contesting the
part score.
www.ebu.co.uk

Extra length or strength: Making high-level
contracts needs lots of points, or lots of shape. In
a weak no trump system, opening 1® guarantees
either an unbalanced hand, or 15+ points. Either
way, later in the auction, particularly pre-emptive
auctions, you will be better placed to make a
contract. If it starts 1®-(3™)-Dble, opener is
much more likely to be able to make a contract,
as they cannot have a weak no trump. Holding a
weak no trump, it might start 1NT-(3™), and
then responder, knowing what partner has, is
much better placed to pass if game is not on, or
take some action if it is.
I am dismayed by the number of IMPs I have lost
because teammates at the other table have
opened 1® and then not competed because
partner ‘obviously has a weak no trump’. If you
are so worried about partner having a weak no
trump, why not play a weak no trump? It saves on
a later guess.

Avoids distortions: If you are considering
emulating many of the better players in the
country by playing a strong no trump, be aware
that you also need to distort many hand-types
into a strong no trump. For example, I saw a
player with
´54 ™AQ63 tA5 ®AQ962
bid 1®-1´-2® (which I would describe as a brave
bid – brave in the sense Sir Humphrey might have
used in Yes Prime Minister all those years ago).
The player was reluctant to force the bidding up
to the three-level by reversing into 2™, and
couldn’t rebid 1NT as this was weak. Their
partner patiently explained that ‘playing strong
NT, it has to be opened 1NT’. Note the fact there is
no choice here – it just has to be that way.
You get a hand that looks like a club opener, feels
like a club opener, and indeed smells like a club
opener, and for some reason you are not allowed
to open it a club. Playing a weak no trump makes
it easy. You open 1® as your heart tells you to do,
and bid hearts over a 1t or 1™ response, or rebid
1NT after a 1´ response.

WHAT HANDS OPEN 1NT?
Point count: We open some 11 and 15 counts 1NT,
partly for tactical reasons (as it is such a good
pre-emptive manoeuvre), and partly just because
of the value of the hand (for example, hands with
AK and A we would open, as we consider this to
be a good hand). Non-vulnerable we open more

11 counts, but by no means do we routinely open
11 counts. Third in hand we pass more 12 counts
as we are unlikely to miss game, particularly
vulnerable when we might get doubled. My
partner is more likely to open one of a suit third
in hand on a weak no trump than I am. But all
round, we don’t obsess about getting doubled,
and we don’t worry overly about point count
(good players on the whole are too keen to
upgrade and downgrade, almost to establish their
credentials).

What shapes: All 4·3·3·3, 4·4·3·2 shapes open 1NT
if within range, and likewise balanced with a 5card minor. With a five card major we open the
suit more often than 1NT, and when we do open
1NT it will depend more on the look of the whole
hand rather than simply the quality of the major
suit. With 5·4·2·2 we virtually never open 1NT
with a five card major unless specifically 4·5·2·2
with a no trump look; we are most likely to open
1NT with 2·2·4·5 or 2·4·5·2 shapes, but rarely
open 1NT with 4·2·2·5 shape (these hands simply
open 1® and rebid 1´). With a balanced hand
and a six card minor we also sometimes open
1NT, but not often.

Opening 1NT with a singleton: Rare to almost
never and, if we did, it would most likely be a
1·4·4·4 or 4·4·4·1 shape with a singleton king. My
memory isn’t as good as it used to be, but I don’t
remember us opening 1NT with a singleton.

DRAWBACKS
Opening light: The weak no trump is undoubtedly
better when non-vulnerable than it is when
vulnerable. Some good players want to be able to
open a balanced 11-count when vulnerable, and
find that it is easier to do so playing a strong no
trump system where they can open 1®.
For this reason people opted for the old
fashioned variable no trump. It has some
theoretical merit but very little practical merit.
You need two systems, the ability to remember
both, and the nous to open the right one at the
right time. This makes it much, much harder.
Even if you never get it wrong, you will go down
in contracts because of the extra strain it has put
you under.

Getting doubled: The first time I played a strong
no trump I went for a huge penalty, so this
argument has never held that much sway with
me. Yes, you will sometimes go for a large penalty.
Cont/. . .p25
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Bridge with a Twist

by Simon Cochemé

The Double Agent

click
link

T

he EBU’s initiative to have bridge taught in
schools is bearing fruit. The Aylesbury
Academy for the Moderately Gifted (known
as Aylesbury College until renamed under a recent
government edict) has just finished its first year of
bridge lessons, and I was invited to give a talk.
The form teacher, Ms Hothouse, met me at the
metal scanner and took me to the classroom where
a dozen or so teenagers were assembled.
‘Let’s start with a problem,’ I said, writing two
hands and a bidding sequence up on the board.

2NT
Pass
All Pass

North
1®
Pass
Pass

East
Pass
4™
5™

‘If you play the two, partner might think you are
showing an odd number and play another heart,’
said David, joining in.
‘I know,’ exclaimed Neil, ‘So you play the four!
That shows an even number and it’s a low card.’

‘No, Paul,’ said Heather, who was in the back row
with Jeremy. ‘Don’t you remember that lesson
about a defensive card denying the card below? If
you play the six it denies the five. Play the five.’

South
1´
4´
5´

‘You are West and you bid an unusual 2NT to
show a distributional hand with the red suits,’ I
explained, ‘and your partner carries the bidding up
to the five level. You lead the ®9. Your partner wins
with the ace and South drops the jack. Now your
partner plays the ™A and declarer follows with the
eight. Which card should you play?’
‘The ten, innit, to say you like the suit ‘cos, like,
you’ve got the king.’ said Jeremy.
‘But you don’t want him to play another heart,’
said Robin, one of the swots sitting at the front.
‘Partner obviously has four of them and it will be
ruffed.’
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‘I agree with Andy,’ said Sarah. ‘But for a different
reason. The two is a low card and it says you want a
low suit – a club.’

‘Nah, the four’s too small,’ said Paul. ‘If you want
partner to know you have six hearts and get him to
return a club, you must play the six!’

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ 54
™ Q3
t AJ3
® K Q 10 8 6 2
´ 8
N
™ K 10 6 5 4 2
W
E
t K 10 7 6 4
S
® 9

West

‘So play the two to tell partner you don’t have the
king,’ said Andy, the only boy with his shirt tucked
in and his tie on properly. ‘And he’ll play a club.’

‘Well, we’ve heard arguments for nearly every
card,’ I summarised. ‘It seems to depend on whether
you are playing length, attitude or suit preference
signals. And whether you and your partner are on
the same wave-length.’
‘What’s the answer?’ they all chorused. ‘There
must be an answer.’
‘What about the king?’ asked Frances, who hadn’t
said anything so far.
‘Why do you say that?’ I asked.
‘Well, it’s the only card that hasn’t been
mentioned,’ she said, to good-natured jeers from
her classmates.
‘Hey, that’s not such a bad idea,’ said one of the
other Davids. ‘Your partner will know that you
don’t want a heart because the queen’s in dummy
and ...’
‘Yeah,’ said Jeremy excitedly. ‘... and, like, playing a
spade or a diamond would, like, be silly, so he’d
have to play a club. Totes amaze!’
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Well done, Frances,’ I said. ‘So it doesn’t matter
what signalling system you are playing, the king is
the right card.’
The class settled down and I moved on to the
next topic. ‘Which bid do you think has the most
meanings?’ I asked.
‘Two clubs,’ suggested Gordon. ‘Acol, Benji,
Checkback, Drury, Extended Stayman ...’
‘What about double?’ I interrupted, worried that
he might have 26 answers.
‘That’s not a bid,’ said Gordon, ‘It’s a call.’

ACOL UNVEILED

On the other hand, you will also collect 380s and
670s. After all, it is hard to defend against a weak
1NT-(Dble)-2´. If you have eight points, you
know nothing about partner’s shape and can’t tell
if you have enough points to make game.
Consider this example. What would you bid
holding ´A82 ™9653 tAQ7 ®764 on the
following auction.

I resisted the temptation to give him a clip round
the ear. I understand such things aren’t done in
schools any more.

W

N
1NT

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

A82
9653
AQ7
764

‘My mum says take-out is American, Miss,’
replied Heather. ‘She says we should say take-away
in England.’

‘That talent show with the doubles went down
well,’ said Ms Hothouse, as she showed me out after
the class. ‘It is a shame more people don’t play
bridge, it would make a great TV programme.’
‘Yes,’ I agreed. ‘We could call it The Double Agent.’
‘That sounds too much like a spy series,’ she
replied. ‘What about The X Factor?’
r
www.ebu.co.uk

10 9
J87
J32
AKQJ5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

‘That should be take-out, Heather,’ corrected Ms H.

Everyone enjoyed themselves as we worked our
way through a selection of doubles. The answers
included a couple that were new to me. I hadn’t
heard of compulsive doubles or lightning doubles
before, although, come to think of it, I have seen
both of them in action at the table.

S
2´

Hand A. Dealer North

‘I double,’ said Heather. ‘And it’s called a takeaway double.’

There was more trouble later with negative
doubles; apparently Heather’s mum thought they
were bad English. ‘Oh, you can’t not play negative
doubles,’ I quipped, but I don’t think anyone
noticed.

E
Dble

?

‘Ms Hothouse tells me you’ve done doubles, so
let’s make this like one of those TV talent shows.
You can come up one at a time to answer the
problems, and she and I will be the judges.’
I wrote a nice easy hand up on the board as
Heather came and stood in front of the class. ‘The
hand on your right opens one heart. What do you
bid and what is it called?’

Cont from page 23

´
™
t
®

KQ3
AKQ
K 10 8 5
10 9 8

J7654
10 4 2
964
32

Hand B. Dealer North
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

A82
9653
AQ7
764

KQ
A87
K6532
985
´
™
t
S
®
J 10 9 7 6 5
4
94
J 10 3 2
N

W

´
™
t
®

E

43
K Q J 10 2
J 10 8
AKQ

Making a penalty double seems a reasonable choice,
and indeed, if the full hand was Hand A, you would
be right. 2´ is going for 1100 and you cannot even
make game.
However, if the full hand was as in Hand B, 2´ is
making, while 4™ is making for your side. So
doubling would get you a terrible score.
Which goes back to our earlier points – the weak
no trump is easy to play and makes life difficult for
opponents.
r
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

OCTOBER 2019
WEST HANDS

OCTOBER 2019
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

´ K843
™ K743
t KJ
(Volcker)
® A72
* North opens 1t, South passes
1. Game All
Dealer North

2. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Meckstroth)
* South overcalls 4t
3. N/S Game
Dealer West
(Yu Guoxing)

´
™
t
®

Q
KQ96542
K 10
A43

2. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

K7
A 10 5 3
J84
AK94

3. N/S Game
Dealer West

´ 6
™ A K Q 10 6 4
t Q93
(Liu Yinghao)
® J53
* North overcalls 3® (weak)
4. E/W Game
Dealer West

5. Game All
Dealer West
(Kislitsyna)
6. Game All
Dealer East
(Weinstein)

´ QJ5
™ AQ82
t Q 10 8 5
(T. Bessis)
® 53
* North opens 1t, South passes
1. Game All
Dealer North

(T. Bessis)
* South overcalls 4t

(Ma Jihong)

A K J 10 8 6 5 3
10
Q7
K9

´
™
t
®

Q32
KQ9
A K Q 10 7
J 10

´ AK75
™ J92
t A K 10 7
(Hu Linlin)
® K9
* North overcalls 3® (weak)
4. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

K72
A K J 10 6
AQ8
AK

5. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

Q853
J8
A K J 10 5
10 6

6. Game All
Dealer East

Did you beat the experts? – Page 44

´
™
t
®

(Kolesnik)

(Bjerkan)

´
™
t
®

A63
Q4
10 9 7 6 5 3 2
9

´
™
t
®

AKJ62
AKQ2
Q76
Q

Did you beat the experts? – Page 44

Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Clever play

click
link

P

laying pairs, what do you open with the
North cards?
E/W Game. Dealer North
´ 5
™ 753
t K986532
® A5
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West

AKJ9876
A6
10
K76

North
3t

East
Pass

South
4´

All Pass

There are many theories about when it is
incorrect to pre-empt, for example with a side fourcard major, or with an outside ace, or with a poor
suit. However I believe that if you are dealt a seven
card suit first in hand at favourable vulnerability,
you should be looking to open the bidding
somehow and put the maximum pressure on the
opposition. Here you should open 3t although on
this occasion it is partner that has the good hand.
East passes and South finalises things with a jump
to 4´ which becomes the contract.
West leads the ™K, which you take and play three
rounds of clubs ruffing away your loser, West
following upwards, and East playing the eight, jack
and queen. How do you plan the play?
This is where you have got to and you are in
dummy:
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´
™
t
®

–
75
K986532
–
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

AKJ9876
6
10
–

As soon as you are in hand you will cash trumps
from the top and hope that they are not
misbehaving too badly. If the queen drops
doubleton you may even make an overtrick,
However, you need to choose which red suit to play
from dummy. If the queen of trumps is falling in
two rounds, only a trump promotion will stop you
from making your overtrick. It appears as if clubs
are five-three with East starting with three. If this is
the case then in order to score a trump promotion
from clubs the opposition will have to cash both red
suit tricks first and then play a club from the West
hand. They can only promote a trump if East began
with the queen doubleton, but you may be able to
avoid the situation, however unlikely.

NORTHERN MIDWEEK CONGRESS
The Northern Midweek Congress took place in
late August at Harrogate. The two-day
Championship Pairs was won by Alan Mould &
John Holland, with Celia Oram & Derek Oram in
second place.
The Swiss Teams was won by the team of Alan
Jarvis, Tom Cohen, Alan Hayward & Robert
Dixon. They finished just ahead of Bill Niccol,
John Gladders, Graham Jepson & David Musson.
www.ebu.co.uk

If you play a diamond, the opposition will surely
be able to cash their heart ending up in the right
hand for the trump promotion. However, consider
the situation where East holds the ace of diamonds.
If instead you play a heart, the defence will not be
able to cash their diamond or else they will be in the
wrong hand for the trump promotion. If instead
West wins the heart and leads a club, even if East
ruffs with the queen, you can simply discard your
diamond rather than over-ruffing. It’s also
necessary to exit with the heart if either opponent
began with a singleton ace of diamonds. This was
the full deal:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer East.
´ 5
™ 753
tK986532
®A5
10 3 2
´ Q4
N
KQ2
™ J 10 9 8 4
W
E
Q7
t AJ4
S
10 9 4 3 2
® Q J8
´ AKJ9876
™ A6
t 10
®K76

HEATHER’S HINTS
The factors to consider when making a preemptive opening bid are:
D Position. Third in hand following two passes is
best since it is most likely to be the fourth hand
that holds the points. Next is first in hand.
Second seat is less good since after one opponent
has passed, the odds shift a little in favour of
partner holding a good hand. There is little point
in pre-empting in fourth seat – who are you preempting? If you decide to open the bidding in
fourth seat it is because you are hoping to make
a contract your way, and not because you are
hoping to pre-empt the opponents. Therefore,
although people do open at the 2- and 3-level in
fourth seat at all forms of scoring, it shows a
different sort of hand. The most common
meaning for these bids these days is for them to
show minimum opening hands with six or seven
card suits respectively.
D Vulnerability. Fairly obviously non-vulnerable
is better since the possible penalty is less severe,

and if the opponents are vulnerable it is better
still since they may have a vulnerable game on.
D Side four card major. The theory is that you
may miss a fit in this major, but it is a lesser
consideration.
D Outside defence. An example is an outside ace.
The more values you have in your short suits, the
less likely the opponents are to be able to make
the contract you are hopefully making it hard for
them to reach. You hardly want to talk them out
of a failing contract!
If there are too many downsides, then avoid
opening, however don’t let just one of these deter
you.
D When you need to lose the lead to the opponents
in order to gain an entry to hand, think about
which hand the opponents will want to end up
in. Often it will be a case of which opponent will
win the trick you are losing, but sometimes, as
here, it can be a trick later.
r

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in
the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any
undertaking in respect of claims made against advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed as part of
the magazine, or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser, should consult a local Trading Standards Office or a Citizens
Advice Bureau or their own solicitors. Members should ensure when booking holidays that they take
suitable precautions to protect their booking: check the company is part of a relevant organisation
(e.g. ABTA); take out suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers should note
that prices advertised may not be accurate due to currency exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.
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by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads in both teams and pairs from those
proposed by our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the
next issue. In each problem you are on lead as West.

TWO answers - Teams & Pairs
Hand 1
´ K87532
™ Q J 10 9 3
t 8
® 4
South
3t
6t
7t
All Pass
1
Weak

West
5™
6™
Pass

North
1®
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
2™1
Pass
Pass
Dble

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™Q; (c) t8; (d) ®4

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ AK5
™ J9853
t Q53
® J5

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY!
Numbers have fallen. Please take part – you
have a good chance of winning! Sending an
email is easy peasy!

lou@ebu.co.uk
An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.

South
West
North East
1´
Pass
2t
Pass
3NT1
Pass
4®
Pass
4NT
All Pass
1
N/S are playing 5CM, and 2/1 game force.
3NT is alerted and explained as showing a
dead minimum 11-13, 5·3·3·2 hand

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™9; (c) t3; (d) ®J.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ 53
™ 863
t K8732
® 643

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 28 October 2019.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail

South

1

ANSWERS TO AUGUST’S QUIZ: Page 48
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6®
15-17

West

North
1NT1

East
Pass

All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) a heart; (c) t3; (d) a club.
www.ebu.co.uk

COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

PLAYER OF THE YEAR CHAMPION
Congratulations to Graham
Osborne, winner of the Player
of the Year Championship for
2018/19.
The Championship awards
points for finishing in the top
positions
of
major
competitions, and Graham
topped the table after winning the Premier League and
Crockfords Cup, and achieving high finishes in the National
Point-a-Board Teams and Easter Pairs.
The full list of points scorers, and information on the
2019/20 competition, which restarts in October with the
finals of the Gold Cup and the Two Star Pairs at the Autumn
Congress, can be seen via www.ebu.co.uk/poty

WOULD YOU LIKE TO RUN A CLUB OR
COUNTY HEAT OF AN EBU EVENT?
We are inviting clubs to express an interest in holding heats
for a number of EBU events.

MASTERS PAIRS – SUNDAY 1 MARCH 2020
We would like to get a few more clubs involved for next
year, particularly (but not only) to plug the geographical
gaps in the Midlands and North-West. It is a two-session
event, open to players who have not yet reached the rank of
Regional Master.

NATIONAL PAIRS – SUNDAY 15 MARCH 2020
We are adopting the same format for the National Pairs
from next year. Club-based heats will be scored across the
field, with the top 50 pairs in the overall ranking list
qualifying for the National Final. The event is a two-session
event open to all EBU members, and the final is part of the
Championship Series and carries significant Green Point
awards.
We have already asked clubs who were involved last time
to express an interest, and we are now able to throw it open
to all clubs. In order to avoid geographical clashes we are
essentially adopting a first-come, first-served policy.
If you are interested please contact Nick Doe
(nick@ebu.co.uk) at Aylesbury for further information.
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n OCTOBER 2019

4-6
5-6
5-6
5-6
7-10
8-14
11-13
12-13
18-20
26-27
26-27
26-27

West of England Congress, Weston-s-Mare
Great Northern Swiss Pairs, Leeds
Felixstowe Congress
Premier League 1st weekend
British Autumn Sim Pairs
Bridge Overseas Sicily Congress
Really Easy Autumn Break, Midsomer
Norton, Somerset
Gold Cup Finals, YCBC, London
Autumn Congress, Daventry
Lancashire Congress, Preston
Malvern Congress,
Premier League, 2nd weekend

n NOVEMBER 2019

1-3
1-3
1-3
8-10
9-10
14-16
16-17
22-24
28-8
30-1

Seniors Congress, Daventry
North-East Congress, Gateshead
European Open Trial, Stage 1
Torquay Congress
Premier League, 3rd weekend
Champions Cup, Bucharest, Romania
Tollemache Cup Qualifier, Daventry
European Open Trial, Stage 2
ACBL Nationals
Middlesex Congress, Harrow

n DECEMBER 2019

14-15
20-22
27-30
28-30

Teltscher Trophy Trials
Channel Trophy, Utrecht
Year-End Congress, London
Blackpool Year-End Congress

3-5
3-6

Midland Counties Congress, Solihull
European Open Final Stage & European
Women Stage 1, venue tbc
Manchester Congress
Camrose Trophy, 1st weekend, Scotland
Lady Milne Trial Stage 1, venue tbc
British Winter Sim Pairs
European Women Trial Final Stage
National Point-a-Board Teams, London
Lady Milne Trial Final, venue tbc
European Senior Trial, venue tbc

n JANUARY 2020

4-5
10-12
11-12
13-16
17-21
25-26
25-26
31-3

n FEBRUARY 2020

3-6
5-12
7-9
14-16
16-17
21-23
21-24
29-1
29-8

Bridge England Sim Pairs
Overseas Congress, Rome
European Mixed Trial, venue tbc
Junior Camrose & Peggy Bayer, Wales
Tollemache Cup Final, venue tbc
Harrogate Spring Congress
European Women’s Trial Final, venue tbc
Ranked Masters Pairs, venue tbc
EBL Winter Games

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Two Star Pairs
Swiss Pairs
Teams of Four
Championships

Autumn Congress
18 – 20 October
Mercure Hotel, Daventry

Player of
the Year

Championship Pairs

Seniors Congress

(qualifying rounds are BP)

1 – 3 November
Mercure Hotel, Daventry

Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams

London
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs
Jack High Swiss Pairs

27 – 30 December
Royal National Hotel, London

Blackpool
Year-End Congress

Stratified Swiss Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Mixed or Open Pairs – BP

28 – 30 December
Blackpool Conference Centre & Spa

National
Point-a-Board Teams

Weekend of Point-a-Board.
Qualifying rounds – Saturday
Player of
the Year
Finals – Sunday
Enhanced Green Points in finals

19 – 20 January
Young Chelsea Bridge Club

Swiss Pairs, Swiss Teams
Open Pairs – BP
Men’s, Ladies’, Mixed Pairs – BP
Pivot Teams – BP

Overseas Congress
5 – 12 February
Hotel Quirinale, Rome

2020 Simultaneous Pairs - Bonus Blue Points
13 – 16 Jan
3 – 6 Feb
9 – 12 Mar
6 – 9 Apr

British Winter Sim Pairs
Bridge England Sims
Club Stratified Sims
British Spring Sim Pairs

www.ebu.co.uk

11 – 14 May
20 – 23 July
7 – 11 Sep
5 – 8 Oct

EBED Spring Sim Pairs
British Summer Sim Pairs
EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
British Autumn Sim Pairs
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by David Gold

Responding to two-suited overcalls

click
link

artnerships usually have plenty of system for
raising opening bids and overcalls (Jacoby,
Bergen, UCBs, fit jumps etc) but responding
to two-suited overcalls often gets neglected.

P

4™/´ = limited

For the purpose of this article I intend to
primarily look at responding to bids showing the
majors. For example, let’s take a look at:

3t = medium, followed by 3™/´ – non-forcing

W
1®

N
E
2®/2t Pass

S
?

After the 2NT enquiry a possible scheme is:
3® = minimum, followed by 3™/´ – non-forcing
3™ = six hearts and five spades and forcing
3´ = six spades and five hearts and forcing
3NT = 5·5 shape and max
4®/t = void in suit bid.

LET’S SEE SOME EXAMPLES

Note, you can use 2®, but some people prefer 2t,
leaving the 2® overcall as natural – particularly as
so many opponents now play that a 1® bid may be
short. And, of course:
W
1t

N
2t

E
Pass

S
?

You can also use my proposed solution over
Landy-style bids (showing both majors) when the
opponents open 1NT. Let’s look at 1® (2®)
showing 5·5 in the majors and the next player
passes.
I propose a very simple scheme:
2t = No preference (could be a mild try in spades
if bidding 2´ next over 2™). When this bid is
available you could use it to bail to 3t by bidding
3t next

W
1®

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

N
2®

E
Pass

Hand 1
Q2
K3
J8765
K932

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
Q3
K 10 2
A7653
865

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
K 10 6 5
3
J765
9653

Hand 4
54
A K 10 3
AQ765
32

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
AQ654
3
8653
543

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
K7
A3
K Q 10 6 5
A654

´
™
t
®

KJ9865
QJ754
K
4

´
™
t
®

AKJ87
QJ765
98
3

´
™
t
®

J9874
A Q 10 5 4
A2
A

Hand 1. 2t. This allows partner
to pick 2´ with, say:

2™/2´ = normal preference with no constructive
interest
2NT = enquiry – usually a good hand without a
good fit for either major but may go this way with
slam interest or simply unsure of the best game
3® = game interest in hearts
3t = game interest in spades
3™/´ = 4-card support and preemptive
4® = slam suitable 4™ bid
4t = slam suitable 4´ bid
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S
?

Hand 2. 3®. Partner knows that
this sort of hand should be
enough (could bid 3t as an
inbetween bid if unsure).

Hand 3. 3´. Maybe partner has
something like this, and has an
easy 4´ bid now knowing of
four spades opposite.

www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 4. 4®. If partner has a
good hand they can bid 4NT
(RKCB) and find slam.

Hand 5. 4´. Just bid 4´. Either
your side or their side is likely
to make something. This hand
gives excellent chances to make
game in spades.

Hand 6. 2NT. If partner has a

´
™
t
®

A K 10 7 6
QJ985
2
A4

´
™
t
®

KJ982
A 10 9 7 4
92
6

´ AQ865

hand like this they can bid 3™, ™ Q J 10 9 8 7
promising 6™ (and an OK t 3
hand) and you can offer a cue- ® 2
bid of 4® but pass when
partner signs off in 4™ showing a relatively
minimum hand.
r

CROCKFORDS CUP

Team Allfrey has won the Crockfords Cup –
England’s premier knock-out teams competition.
Tony Forrester, Ed Jones, Graham Osborne and
Tom Paske (Alexander Allfrey & Andrew Robson
not pictured, played in the early rounds) won the
eight-team all-play-all final against Team Mossop
(Alex Hydes, David Mossop, Justin Hackett, Jason
Hackett, Diego Brenner and Paul Hackett).

CROCKFORDS PLATE

STEVE BARNFIELD
1953 – 2019
Steve was a talented mathematician who began
playing bridge at Manchester Grammar School
before going to Christ’s College, Cambridge where
he sometimes represented the university.
On leaving university he worked first for the
Inland Revenue before becoming a tax expert at
Arthur Andersen. His career took him to London
where he became a regular player at the Young
Chelsea Bridge Club.
Steve won many of the major English
competitions, such as the Four Star Teams at
Brighton, the National Swiss Teams, the
Tollemache Cup and the Garden Cities Trophy. He
represented England in a Junior Camrose in 1978.
He is probably best known for his major
contribution to bridge administration. He served
on the EBU Law & Ethics Committee for over 15
years, six as chairman, and was honoured by the
EBU with a Silver Award earlier this year.

www.ebu.co.uk

The Plate competition, for those losing in the early
stages of the Cup competition, was won by Diana
Nettleton, Marusa Gold, Simon Cope and Marion
Robertson. They narrowly beat Team Lee in the
all-play-all final.

FREEMAN BOARD-A-MATCH
Congratulations
to England’s
Tom Paske,
whose team
(from left Veri
Kiljan, Christina
Madsen, Migry
Zur Campanile
and Tom Paske)
won the
Freeman Mixed BAM at the North American
Bridge Championships.
October 2019 English Bridge
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If you could add one thing . . .

by Neil Rosen

New developments after a double of a major

click
link

L

ast issue I looked at ‘standard methods’ after
the opponents double a 1™ or 1´ opening. I
also introduced a possible new approach
which is to play transfer responses from 1NT
upwards. The clear benefits of that system are
relatively apparent. You gain the ability to:
D Bid a new suit at the 2-level in both a weak (nonforcing) way as well as a strong (forcing) way.
D You get extra definition when raising the major
since you can show both a good and a weak raise
in partner’s suit.
It is also very important to decide what to do with
your jump responses in new suits, such as:

W
1™

N
Dble

E
?

S

Redble = spades: 4+ suit, 7+ HCP
1´

= clubs: either 6+ clubs, 5-9 HCP or 5+ clubs
and 10+ HCP

1NT = natural! Eureka….
2® = diamonds, as for 1´ showing clubs
2t = three hearts, good 9+ HCP
2™

= three hearts, 5-8 HCP

2´

= mixed raise, four hearts, 7-9 HCP approx.

2NT = good raise, 4 hearts, 10+ HCP
W
1™

N
Dble

E
3®

S

Now I know that many of you (usually 5-card
Majorites) play Bergen Raises and variations
thereof. I really think these should not apply after
the opponents make a take-out double. There are
plenty of ways to show raises now with transfers so
Bergen is redundant. I much prefer ‘fit showing
jumps’ where the auction above shows four-card
heart support with a reasonable five-card club suit
as well, typically around 8+ HCP.
For those of you who read the last article in depth
(both of you….) you may have worked out that
though there are many gains for the methods there
is in fact one quite substantial loss: you cannot
make a natural 1NT response. With a hand that
would wish to bid a natural 1NT response you have
to pass over the double and maybe try to find a way
back into the auction – or not as the case may be.

HERE’S THE LATEST!
Something which solves the above problem is to
play something quite new here (indeed I have not
long been playing it myself). The idea is that we give
up a natural redouble and play it as a transfer as
well! One possible scheme looks like this:
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3®/t = fit showing jumps
3™

= weak raise, four hearts

W
1´

N
Dble

E
?

S

Redble = clubs: as above, weak or strong
1NT = natural
2® = diamonds, weak or strong
2t = hearts, weak or strong
2™

= three spades, 9+ HCP

2´

= three spades, 5-8 HCP

2NT = good raise
3®/t = fit showing jumps
3™

= mixed raise

3´

= weak raise

Some play as an alternative that 1-level bids are
natural:
W
1™

N
Dble

E
?

S

www.ebu.co.uk

Redble = clubs
1´

W
1™
?

= natural

As ever the key is to be on the same wavelength as
your partner.

ADVANTAGES TO THIS METHOD
D Space. You gain lots of definition by saving space.
Again you can play in a new suit at the 2-level by
transferring to it with a weak hand with 6 good
cards in the suit, totally unbiddable in normal
methods.
D The redouble also saves space, allowing more
room for auction development.
D All the advantages from last time can be achieved
plus you are not deprived of a natural 1NT
response. You can essentially describe virtually all
the mainstream hand types.

DISADVANTAGES
Well there’s always one isn’t there!
Here it is that you lose a natural redouble (people
play this as 9+ or 10+ or whatever they choose,
heaven preserve me from those who do it on 8+ or
even less systemically!). It’s true – you do – but in
reality this is no great loss, much much less serious
than losing a natural 1NT, a regularly occurring
hand type. On frequency you have a standard
redouble so rarely that I really wouldn’t worry.
Technically most experts play that with a hand
that would wish to make a natural redouble, you
pass then double on the next round. This shows 10+
rather than just a competing take-out double which
would otherwise have been the normal
interpretation.
Let’s look at a couple of examples of how our new
ideas might work:

N
Dble

E
1´A

S
Pass

In this example, firstly you have to remember to
alert 1´ – take care initially, it is quite easy to forget.
1´ shows clubs, usually either five with enough to
respond at the 2-level or six with a weak hand. You
have obviously gained some space now. Opener
might rebid to show a strong no trump or bid 2® to
simply state that if you have a weakish hand this is
as far as you wish to proceed. Otherwise you can
make any rebid you like (remembering partner’s
most likely hand is weak with six clubs).

´
™
t
®

West
AQJ42
763
K98
K5

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
S
Redble Pass

On hearing of clubs via the redouble I would
recommend bidding 2® here. You bidding 2® is not
natural per se – it simply states that facing a weak
hand with six clubs this is as far as you wish to go.
Partner can always bid on.

MOVING WITH THE TIMES
The bridge world has obviously allowed for
increased bidding complexity as the years have
passed. Going back 50 or 60 years top level bridge
always employed quite natural bidding methods.
These days even average club players can take
advantage of technical bidding advances, many of
which involve playing transfers in various

´
™
t
®

East
Q875
43
Q865
K32

situations. Providing you have the mindset for it, I
W
1™

N
Dble

E
?

S

strongly believe your bridge (and your results) will
significantly improve by taking on board some of
the methods I have shown over the last two
articles. As ever there is enormous room for extra

Here we would redouble to show our spades.
Note that after a take-out double I do not
recommend responding light – it simply does not
work, you should reserve bidding for hands with
some 7+ HCP or perhaps six points with a five-card
suit to compensate. How does opener continue?
www.ebu.co.uk

work and agreements to come out of this – I have
just dipped our collective toes in the water. Give

r

them a go!!

Check out Neil’s quiz online, page 68
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Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Trouble at the table

click
link

D

avid Hughes asks: The bidding is
W
Pass
Dble

N
Pass
Stop3™

E
1™
Dble

S
1´

At this point South has a long pause while North
turns and takes a sip of water. On turning back to
the table North says ‘Oh, I’ve made the wrong bid’.
South calls for the Director. Your ruling please and
the applicable laws.
I have had several similar questions recently. The
relevant law is Law 25A2. The TD has to decide
whether the call is a mechanical error or is due to a
loss of concentration.
I would talk to North (away from the table):
If North said ‘I was confused, I thought partner bid
hearts and I was raising, but now I realise partner’s
suit is spades’ then North’s 3™ is due to a loss of
concentration and I would not allow a change of
call.
If North said ‘my fingers got the wrong bidding
card, I meant to bid 3´ as a pre-emptive raise of
partner’s suit – I did not see what I had bid until
later’ then I would allow the change because it was a
mechanical error. Partner has not yet called so the
attempt to change is in time; and East can change
their call.

K

en Goddard writes: I have always
understood that once cards are removed
from the board it is a matter of law that
the players must be allowed to complete the hand.
Although I have seen references in The EBU
magazine etc confirming this I cannot find
anything in the law book. Is it a recommendation
rather than a law?
This is an EBU regulation rather than law. The
White Book (2019) 8.81.4.1, final paragraph:
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The TD should not cancel a board because the table is
late, once the auction period has commenced. If the
table is told not to play the board before it is played,
the board is cancelled …
The auction period starts when players take their
cards from the board.

R

ichard Budgen had an unusual situation at
a gentle duplicate session. I was called to
the table when dummy had two cards left
on the table, the other players all having three
cards in their hands. In trying to ascertain when a
fifth card had been played to a trick, it seemed to
me that it must have been the ´8, at the sixth trick.
I couldn’t find a rule for this situation for
declarer/dummy but treated it similar to
defenders doing similar, Rule 45E. I gave the
decision that dummy could have revoked without
this card in his hand, therefore at the end of play
asked that one trick be transferred to the
defenders.

Law 45E does not apply – once the trick with
surplus cards is quitted we instead refer to Law 67,
in particular Law 67B2.
The surplus card from dummy’s played cards is
deemed to have been in dummy from that trick
onwards. If dummy has revoked then there is no
automatic penalty (Law 64B3) but there can be an
adjusted score (Law 64C1). In practice, this means
that the TD should correct the revoke and work out
how many tricks would be made from that point. If
the defence get more tricks than they would have
done with the misplay by dummy, then that should
be the adjusted score.

Please recycle
this magazine when you
have finished with it

www.ebu.co.uk

S

osella Emanuel asks for advice on a 2®
response to a 1NT opening bid,
unannounced by opener. When the hand
goes down without a major the opposition feel
damaged by their opening lead! Should the
opposition have asked the question before leading
and can the auction be taken back? Does 2® have
to be announced whether promissory or nonpromissory?

R

ome correspondence on alerting: North
opens 3t. East doubles for takeout. South
passes and West also passes holding some
points and good diamonds. The contract goes five
down. At the end South states that when West
passes East has to alert this. East/West did not
understand: having passed the take-out double, to
say that the Pass is for penalties would be stating
the obvious.

If 2® is Stayman it should be announced as
‘Stayman’ regardless of whether it is promissory or
not. If 2® is announced as ‘Stayman’ you can ask
(during the auction or before the opening lead)
whether it is promissory.

South stated that this was one of the new rules
and that it was one which her other club had been
employing. Please advise.

If 2® is not announced at all then you should ask
– it is likely that they have forgotten to
announce/alert.

R

obin has been asked by various clubs about
which compass direction players should sit
when the movement changes the pair from
North/South to East/West and vice versa – and
how this is reflected in the scoring systems.
Most of the EBU scoring ‘infrastructure’ does not
distinguish which ways players sit within a pair:
EBUScore cannot record this information, and the
uploads to EBU only work with pairs. However, the
Pianola and Bridgewebs websites do make
assumptions about where players move when they
change direction, based on the movement. Any
instructions we give to players aim to match these
assumptions.
There is a difference between ‘scrambled’ (arrowswitched) movements, where the boards change
orientation; and Howell movements where the
boards retain their orientation and the players sit
differently.
For scrambled movements: East becomes North,
and North becomes West, and so on in rotation.
For Howell movements: East and North swap,
and South and West swap.
But what is standard in one country is different in
another and scoring systems from other countries
do make different assumptions.

www.ebu.co.uk

There is no new rule that requires an alert of a pass
of a takeout double – the pass must be for penalties
because the auction will end with opener’s pass. A
pass is only alerted if it has an unexpected meaning.
The only ‘new’ rule is that penalty doubles have to
be alerted – that rule was new in 2006.

T

he correspondence continues: A query re
your statement that penalty doubles have
to be alerted. Does this mean all penalty
doubles? For example:
W
1™
3™

N
1´
Dble

E
2™

S
2´

Does South have to alert this double or is it only
lower level doubles? Surely the double can only be
construed as a penalty double so what is the logic
behind the alert?
Yes. Alert all doubles that are not take-out of natural
suit bids below 3NT. This includes penalty doubles.
There are other meanings of the double in your
example: some partnerships would play the double
as invitational to 4´, with a direct 3´ bid as
competitive. This meaning of double would also be
alerted as it is not ‘take-out’ in a way the opponents
would expect.

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.

The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 8
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KQ9
53
Q964
Q872

A83
J9764
K3
AJ6
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 7 6 4 2
A
10 8 7
10 9 5 3

J5
K Q 10 8 2
AJ52
K4

6™. West leads the ´K.
You have reached a thin 6™ contract that may well
be missed in the other room, so this board has huge
swing potential for your team.
You have five top tricks, but can make plenty of
tricks using your trumps, and also have the
possibility of finessing to promote the tJ or the ®J.
Hand 2

´
™
t
®

Q953
Q9
K82
J 10 6 2

3NT. West makes a 1™ overcall and leads the ™5.
East plays the ™Q.
You are playing in an aggressive 3NT contract, so
making your game could lead to a swing.
You have four top tricks, but you can win four or
five extra tricks from diamonds depending which
opponent has the tK (assuming that East does not
hold the tKxxx).
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link

Given that you are missing the ™A, you have to win
the first trick, and then have to decide when to draw
trumps. If you lead a trump at trick two, East can
win the ™A, and return a spade to West’s ´Q. This
would give you no chance of succeeding but is also
an outcome that could be predicted. Is there any
way to prevent this?
Declarer can only avoid losing a spade trick by
getting rid of the ´J without losing the lead. This
can be achieved by using the ®J to provide a third
club winner before playing a heart.
You should therefore lead the ®6 to the ®K at
trick two, then lead the ®4 to the ®J at trick three.
When the club finesse succeeds, dummy’s ®A is
played, allowing you to discard the ´J. It is now safe
to draw trumps. East can win the ™A and try
returning a spade, but you ruff and draw the last
trump. You can now cross-ruff the remaining
diamonds and spades to make your slam.
If West has the tK then there will be no problem,
but if East has the tK, then you will need to be
careful not to lose four heart tricks in addition to
the tK.

´
™
t
®

J7
762
AQJ753
84
K642
´
N
A 10 8 5 3
™
W
E
6
t
S
Q95
®
´ A 10 8
™ KJ4
t 10 9 4
® AK73

click

When East plays the ™Q, it looks natural to win
the first trick with the ™K, but if you now lead the
t10, and East wins the tK, he will be able to defeat
your contract by returning a heart. However, this
can be prevented. Given that the diamond finesse
will only fail if East has the tK, you should aim to
ensure that East cannot return a heart upon
winning the tK. East will have at most two hearts,
and your ™KJ represent a certain stopper once East
has played the ™Q, so try the effect of ducking
(playing low) at trick one.
East can return the ™9 which West wins and
returns a heart which you win. Now, when South
leads the t10, East can win the tK but will no
longer have a heart to return. Whichever black suit
East leads, you can regain the lead, and play your
remaining winners to make your game.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

94
A 10 7 4 3
J9
QJ95

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

make an extra trick by trumping. However, South
must be careful to avoid a common trap that many
players fall into having become declarer via a
transfer.

AQJ63
982
A62
K6
´
™
t
®

875
KJ6
Q 10 5 4
10 7 3

K 10 2
Q5
K873
A842

4´ after a transfer auction. West leads the ®Q.
You are in a normal 4´ contract, and should seek to
ensure the success of your game if you can.
You have nine top tricks, but what options are
there for winning your tenth trick?
If diamonds divide 3-3, then an extra trick could
be made in that suit, but there is also the chance to

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

763
KJ5
K J 10 7 5 3
4
Q985
´ KJ
N
Q 10 8 4 2
™ 93
W
E
–
t Q862
S
A963
® Q J 10 7 2
´ A 10 4 2
™ A76
t A94
® K85

3NT (North opened a weak 2t). West leads the
™4.
You have bid to a game that might be missed if your
opponents at the other table do not have a weak 2t
opening available to them, so making your contract
could lead to a positive swing. You have five top
tricks, but can definitely make three extra tricks
from diamonds, and might also make an extra trick
with the ™J or the ®K.

www.ebu.co.uk

If you have been trained to think of trumping in
the dummy to make extra tricks then you may be
tempted to trump a club in dummy. However, this
will not increase the number of tricks that you win,
and is just another way to win five spade tricks.
If you have been trained to make extra tricks by
trumping in the short trump hand, then you will
instead consider trumping a heart in your own
hand. Winning a trick with the ´2 or ´10 will be a
winner in addition to dummy’s trumps, so you
should win the ®K and lead the ™2 to your ™Q and
West’s ™A. West does best to play a trump, but you
can win the ´10 and lead the ™5 to East’s ™J. East
can play a second spade, but you win with the ´J,
and lead the ™9, which you trump with the ´K. You
can now cross to the tA and draw the outstanding
trump.
Following West’s ™4 lead, you can try the ™J from
the dummy. If East plays the ™Q, then you may
need to win four extra tricks from diamonds, but
when the ™J wins the trick, then you should try to
ensure three extra diamond winners without
risking your contract. What other dangers could
arise?
If East wins the tQ and West has the ®A, then a
club switch could leave you with at least five club
losers in addition to the tQ. However, this can be
avoided if you can guarantee that you will only lose
a diamond trick to West (the safe hand). You can
therefore lead the tJ from the dummy at trick two.
When East plays low, you also play low. If West wins
the tQ, then he cannot attack clubs profitably. If
West plays a low diamond then the diamonds can
be played from the top. When West discards, you
can now lead the t3 to the t9, followed by cashing
the tA. You can now cross to the ™K to play
dummy’s remaining diamond winners. With East
holding the tQ, you will end up making an
overtrick.
r
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

Way off

click
link

M

y near-namesake and distinguished
fellow chronicler of bridge disasters,
David Bird, has written of the Biltcliffe
Coup. This involves reopening the bidding when
the opponents have stopped in a part score,
doubling the game they subsequently bid, and
allowing it to make. But even Brother Biltcliffe
would be hard pressed to match the feat of the
North-South pair on today’s deal from an
international trial:
N/S Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

A
K Q J 10 6 3
J 10 8
10 7 2

Q9652
975
543
94
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K 10 8 4
2
A976
AQ65

J73
A84
KQ2
KJ83

At one table, developments were comparatively
normal:
N/S Game. Dealer West. IMPs
West
North East
South
1™
Pass
1´
Pass
2™
Pass
3NT
All Pass

Among David Bird’s other contributions to
bridge literature is a book called Winning Notrump
Leads, which recommends not leading from any of
South’s suits. A spade, knocking the quick entry to
the hearts out of the West hand, would present
declarer with some difficulties, but the powerful
diamond intermediates can be used to create a slow
entry to dummy and the defence cannot come to
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enough tricks in time. With or without the guidance
of a book, no one would lead from J73 in declarer’s
first-bid suit, and the actual club lead allowed East
to make ten tricks.
At the other table West introduced a variant. A
convention that is becoming popular with some
experts is to open a Multi 2t with a bad weak two
bid in a major, and two of the major with a sound
hand. The idea is that a sequence like 1™-1´-2™
shows a better hand than a sound 2™ opening, and
1™-1´-3™ shows something like an Acol two bid –
the idea behind that is to ensure that you don’t
always get too high when partner, as partners
nowadays will, responds to an opening one bid on
not very much at all.
So West opened 2™, a super-sound weak two bid.
East, not expecting quite this much playing
strength, passed and it appeared that his side would
lose a game swing as a result. But as we have seen
often in this series, disaster does not always strike
where it seems at first that it will. South had a pretty
good hand, and although he lacked the classical
shape for a reopening action, his partner might have
been constrained to pass with fair values, especially
since an overcall in a minor would have had to come
at the three level.
So South doubled 2™ for takeout in fourth
seat. West passed, North bid 2´ and East let that go.
He had improved his prospects from plus 140 or so
in 2™ to plus 300 or so against 2´, but that still
represented a small loss. West, however, was not
finished – when 2´ came round to him he reopened
with a takeout double of his own.
Now the vultures were gathering. East passed 2´
doubled happily enough, and South decided that it
might not be his side’s best spot – he was right
about that, but it was the best they could do in the
circumstances. He removed to 2NT, doubled by
West to conclude an eventful auction:
www.ebu.co.uk

N/S Game. Dealer West. IMPs
West
North East
South
2™
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
2´
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
2NT
Dble
All Pass

With West on lead there was no question of
knocking out anyone’s entries – the heart lead set up
nine tricks for the defence, and when the hearts
were run South had difficulty with his discards.
Exploiting this, the defenders were able to endplay
him in diamonds to lead away from his clubs, and
he could take only three tricks for a penalty of 1400.
I’m not sure whether that kind of coup has a name,
but I imagine the penance would be somewhat
severe.
r

GOING DUTCH
Six bridge players
from Olicana Bridge
Club joined nearly
200 pairs competing
in the Utrecht Café
Bridge, with
registration starting at
the promisingly-titled Stairway to Heaven. The
games were played across 16 venues all within a
few minutes walk, and there were two levels of
competition. Olicana’s Di Roberts and John
Williams (pictured) finished in second place in the
B Division, winning a handsome Euro60 each
which paid nicely for dinner that evening.

OUTDOOR BRIDGE

50 YEARS FOR BROXBOURNE

Congratulations to Broxbourne Bridge Club
which marked its 50th anniversary with a day of
bridge – pairs in the morning and teams in the
afternoon. At least three members have played
there for over 46 years. Ian Kemp & Sara Barnett
(pictured with sponsor Simon Frost of GPFM
Hertford) won the Pairs, and Phil Taylor, Dominic
Stone, Jenny & Steve King won the Teams event.

CHIPPING SODBURY CHARITY

Chipping Sodbury BC has raised more than £200
at its first charity garden party. Nearly 30 players
came to raise funds for Macmillan Cancer
Support in early July, and enjoyed a day of bridge
and a lunch made by former Masterchef winner
James Nathan. The prize winners are pictured.

HORSHAM TEACHING SUCCESS

Extreme temperatures prompted a West Suffolk
village bridge club to resort to extreme measures
to escape the heat – playing outdoors in the dark.
Rather than meet as normal inside Stansfield
village hall at their regular Tuesday and Thursday
evening sessions, members set up on the playing
field outside. When the light started to fade players
produced torches, iPhones and, in one case, head
lamps to provide the necessary illumination.
www.ebu.co.uk

Well done to
over 30
students
who have
just
completed
their second
year EBED
Continuing
Bridge at Horsham BC and 20 (pictured) who
have now finished their first year, EBED
Beginning Bridge course.
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 26

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. Game All. Dealer North

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
K843
K743
KJ
A72

West
Volcker
Dble

A 10 7
10 9
A9742
K 10 4
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

A call in the protective seat may be a king lighter than in
second seat. So, Bessis subtracts a king from his hand,
leaving him with 8 HCP. He bids just 1™ and the French
maestros stop at the one-level, making 11 tricks.

QJ5
AQ82
Q 10 8 5
53

962
J65
63
QJ986

North
Sylvan
1t
Pass

East
T. Bessis
Pass
1™

South
Fredin
Pass
All Pass

Our first deal comes from a practice match
between France and Sweden, featuring
world-class players in every seat. Frédéric
Volcker doubles in the protective position.
How should Thomas Bessis respond?

It is quite hopeless if a 1™ response has to cover a range
of 0-11 HCP. I strongly recommend that jump responses
such as 2™ and 2´ should show close to their normal range,
say 9-11. One-level responses then cover hands with 0-8
points.
I remember watching a top Icelandic pair, playing in
London. They bid similarly and the dummy asked me to
take his chair while he went to the cloakroom. ‘You made
it?’ he asked his partner when he returned. ‘Yes, four
overtricks!’ was the response. Again they had 25 points
between them.
At the other table of the France-Sweden match, North
opened 1®, East doubled and heard a cue-bid 2® response.
2™ was raised to 4™, and that was 9 IMPs to Sweden.

Awards: 4™ (10), 3NT (4), part-scores (3).

2. E/W Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
Q
KQ96542
K 10
A43
´
™
t
®

West
Meckstroth
1™
4™
5NT

742
73
2
J 10 8 7 6 5 2
´ A K J 10 8 6 5 3
N
™ 10
W
E
t Q7
S
® K9
9
AJ8
AJ986543
Q

North
Hult
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
T. Bessis
1´
5´
6´

South
Ekenberg
4t
Pass
All Pass

This is a distributional deal from the 2019
Cavendish. South comes in with a nonvulnerable 4t. Who do you blame for
44 English Bridge October 2019

East/West now going overboard?
It was fair enough for Meckstroth to bid 4™, with his
diamonds sitting over the 4t bid. What would you have
said then on the East cards? Of course a slam is possible, but
the tQ is a dud card. It seems to me that a rebid of 4´
would show a splendid spade suit and you don’t have much
more than this. To make such a correction, you must have
been prepared for partner to bid further with suitable cards
and a diamond control.
The actual 5´ bid sounds like a request for partner to bid a
slam if he holds a diamond control. If this turns out to be
the tK, there will be a chance of an adverse ruff in the suit.
Meckstroth did have a diamond control and continued with
a pick-a-slam 5NT. South led the tA against 6´, followed
by the tJ ruffed, and a heart return for two down. Well, it’s
difficult to be objective when you can see all 52 cards. You
may well disagree with me that East did too much.

Awards: 4´/4™ (10), 5´ (7), 5™ (4), slams (1).
www.ebu.co.uk

3. N/S Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
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®
K7
A 10 5 3
J84
AK94

West
Yu Guoxing
1NT
3t
5™

A 10 5 4
J864
63
Q75
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®
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™
t
®

two diamonds. Here he was happy to pass.

Q32
KQ9
A K Q 10 7
J 10

J986
72
952
8632

North
Chen Gang
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Ma Jihong
3®
4NT
6t

South
Zhao Jie
Pass
Pass
All Pass

There were some instructive points on this
deal from the 2019 G60 Cup in China. East’s
3® response is Puppet Stayman, seeking a 53 fit in a major. His 4NT would be a limit bid
for many, but was straight Blackwood here.
Ma Jihong heard of two aces and bid 6t.
West might have corrected to 6NT with only

Now let’s look at North’s opening lead. We can see that
6t is cold, with a spade ruff providing the twelfth trick.
Even so, it was a poor idea to lead the ®5. Old text-books
advocated aggressive leads against suit slams. Recent
computer simulations have demonstrated that a passive
lead is very often a better prospect. Leading from a king or
a queen when the opponents hold a huge majority of the
high cards is a losing strategy. The slam was easily made.
West
Dai Jianmi
1NT
3®
3™
4´
5t

North
He Jianwei
Pass
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass

East
Yang Lixin
2´
3t
4t
4NT
6NT

South
Lui Shimin
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

2´ was a minor suit Stayman. The diamond fit was
found but East retreated into 6NT after North’s double of
the spade cue-bid. He may have feared that a lead through
partner’s possible ´A would be troublesome. North led a
passive t6 and was later reduced to ´A ™J ®Q75. He
threw a club on dummy’s last diamond, to prevent a
throw-in. Declarer had no reason not to run the ®J and
went one down.

Awards: 6t (10), 6NT (8), games (4), grands (1).

4. E/W Game. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
6
A K Q 10 6 4
Q93
J53
´
™
t
®

West
Liu Yinghao
1™
3™
4t
5´

J2
87
65
A 10 8 7 6 4 2
´ AK75
N
™ J92
W
E
t A K 10 7
S
®K9
Q 10 9 8 4 3
53
J842
Q

North
Bocchi
3®
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Hu Linlin
Dble
4®
4NT
6™

South
Sementa
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Next we visit the 2019 Yeh Brothers Cup.
East/West play the Moderation Bidding
System. That’s Precision Club when nonvulnerable in the first three seats, and in the
www.ebu.co.uk

4th seat at any score. Otherwise natural. Good luck to any
of you who want to try that! East’s 4® suggested a heart
slam. West’s 4t was ‘Last Train’; it showed a suitable hand
for a slam but nothing about any diamond control. East
bid RKCB, followed by 6™.
Bocchi led the ®A and gave his partner a club ruff for
one down. Warned by the 3® overcall, East might have
chosen the unbeatable 6NT as his final shot.
West
Bilde
1™
2™
3´
4t
5™

North
Zhuang
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Madala
2®
3™
4®
4´
6™

South
Chen
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

2® was game-forcing, with various possibilities. 4´ was
Kickback RKCB, the response showing two key-cards and
the ™Q. There had been no overcall here, but East might
possibly have bid 6NT to avoid a lead through the ®K.
Again the slam was one down on a club ruff.
Awards: 6NT (10), 6™ (7), games (5), grands (1).

Cont/...
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5. Game All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

K72
A K J 10 6
AQ8
AK

W

´
™
t
®

E

A63
Q4
10 9 7 6 5 3 2
9

West
Kislitsyna
2®
3™
All Pass

East
Kolesnik
2™
4™

We will end with two deals from the USA
Mixed Teams trials. Alex Kolesnik’s 2™
showed ‘5-7 points or an ace’. West’s 3™ was
natural and East bid just 4™, ending the
auction. What do you make of that?
By opening 2® and rebidding in a suit,
West had shown that she had game in hand
with hearts as trumps. The East hand was
enormous in support! Queen doubleton

Q853
J8
A K J 10 5
10 6

W

E

´
™
t
®

West
Weinstein
2t
4´
5t
All Pass

West
Henner
2®
2™
2NT
3NT
4t
6t

East
Ivatury
2t
2´
3´
4®
4´
All Pass

2t was the standard ‘waiting’ response and 2™ was Kokish,
showing either hearts or a balanced hand. East’s 2´
enquired which and, unlike at the other table, Christal
Henner very reasonably treated her hand as balanced.
Uday Ivatury’s 3´ was a relay to 3NT, showing a long
minor suit. His 4® showed diamonds and Henner’s 4t
was key-card for diamonds, the 4´ response showing one
key-card. A well-deserved 12 IMPs was their reward.

Awards: 6NT/6™/6t (10), games (4), grands (3).
Bjerkan might have bid 5™ next, to enquire about the
´Q. She preferred 6t, offering that as a final contract. Do
you see what a clever bid it was? If West had not held the
´Q, maybe East’s heart winners would provide enough
spade discards for 6t to be made.

6. Game All. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

trump support, a precious ace and a singleton, where a
ruffing trick (or two) might be available. East had enough
to bid 6™, as I see it. West might have bid again over 4™ but
I award 90% of the blame to East.

AKJ62
AKQ2
Q76
Q

West
Woolsey

East
Bjerkan
1´
2™
4NT
6t

4´

West might have responded with a Jacoby
2NT. Howard Weinstein preferred a natural
2t, forcing to game. Over the 2™ rebid he
jumped to 4´. Bjerkan bid RKCB, the 5t
response showing 1 (or 4) key-cards.

East
Mandala
1´
All Pass

Kit Woolsey is a world-class player, inducted into the ACBL
Hall of Fame in 2005. We can be sure that he knows what
a response of 4´ should show (a shapely hand of around
7-9 points). Was this a state-of-the match bid? I don’t think
so, since his side was losing only 162-194 at the start of the
7th set. This was board 10 with another 20 boards still to
be played. It was a mystifying effort, duly punished by the
loss of 12 IMPs.

Awards: 6´ (10), 6t (9), games (4), grands (3).

Our experts have asked me to apologise on their behalf for scoring only 34/60. No problem, was my reply.
The readers will enjoy having a good chance to outbid them. Let’s look for some bidding tips.

TIPS TO REMEMBER
D When responding to a protective double, do not subtract three points from the value of your hand.
This will leave too wide a range for a non-jump response. Reduce the ranges by taking off only 1 point.
D Many factors can affect your decision between 6NT or six of a suit. When you have a high total pointcount (34+), playing in 6NT may avoid a bad break in the alternative trump suit or an adverse ruff.
When you have a side-suit headed by a king, you may choose to protect it from the opening lead.
D Look up the ‘Last Train’ slam try (bidding the suit below four of the trump suit) on the internet. It is
an effective method, devised by Jeff Meckstroth.
r
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CAPTION
COMPETITION
CROSSWORD NO 23

Compiled by MERMAN
2

1

3

Answers online, p66
5

4

6

7

8

9
10

11

12
14

13
15
16

19

18

17

20

21

22

23
24
25

26

ACROSS
1 State misfortune before honours (6)
5 Yearning of lovers using sex toys to get going (4)
9 Penalty got old boy upset but it’s okay now (10)
10 Little note — one North took on board (4)
12 Do we have trouble with what’s due? (4)
13 Vessel arriving in a bit of noise (6)
14 Annual loan out to black and white, maybe (and red and
yellow)! (8)
16 Somewhere to exchange ideas and exercise charm, too
(8, two words)
19 Mass departure from the giraffe enclosure… (6)
21 … before going up mountain (4)
23 Conversation ends with king going to club for a mineral (4)
24 Four playing with relish do well again (10)
25. Creatures of Tolkein’s getting sent out (4)
26 Do lies give away the lover? (6)
DOWN
1 Tamper with hose to change the climate (10)
2 What can affect face card player’s held (4)
3 Player with children is slipping (5)
4 Type of hands needing this — it can make all the
difference to the result (8)
5 Material favoured by those who pedal — ultimate racy
sort (5)
6 Taxi operation over in Germany (4)
7 Opponents getting over toe broken in township (6)
8 Want to ring me about some national competition? (10)
11 When it comes to the unobtainable, unfortunately L.A.
taunts him (8)
15 Ten to one the team shows up (6)
17 Heaps of trouble to be found in the majors (5)
18 Porters return, essentially just like old times (5)
20 Form of picture taken with those originally
present (4)
22 First of the aces is led back (4)

Halloween approaches! Send your new entries
for the cartoon above to lou@ebu.co.uk by 28th
October, or post to Editor, Raggett House,
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Congratulations to Lydia Stanford for my
favourite shown under August’s cartoon below.
Others which I greatly enjoyed included Marilyn
Eley’s It’s the same every time there is a long sitout; Ian Taylor’s I’m saving my tricks until he has
bought fish and chips; Richard Thornley’s He’s
just learned the latest skip movement; and Tony
Morgan’s Wait for it . . . any second now it’s going
to drop under the king.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

So what makes you think the king of spades
could be a singleton?

by Alan Mould

Answers to August’s Problems

click
link

T

his month I held problem one (and got it
wrong!) in a Gerard Faulkner Salver match.
Problem 2 was sent to me by reader Dave
Simmons and comes from a local duplicate, and
problem 3 came from Carles Acero. Showing the
wide readership of English Bridge, Carles is Catalan.
Hola Carles!
Hand 1
´ 10 6 4 3 2
™ KQ73
t K4
® A8
South

West
North East
1´
4NT1
Pass
6®
All Pass
1
At least 6-5 in the minors, either way around

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™K; (c) t4; (d) ®A

Clearly the opponents have lots of distribution and
the lead could be vital, so you had better get it right.

full of experts underleading kings against small
slams and grand slams, to force a guess on
declarer at trick one. And a very sound idea it can
be at the right time. But this is not the right time.
You have the ®A so declarer will be completely
forced to take the diamond finesse at trick one.
They may not fancy it, they may feel unhappy, but
take it they will. On this occasion it will be
disastrous as dummy had Axxxx and declarer Qx!
(d) ®A: 10 marks. I am quite sure this is actually
the right lead. It allows you to see the table and
judge what to do next. It is true that there are
positions where this lets the contract through, but
they are very few. Here, dummy hits with:
´A ™–
tAxxxx
®Kxxxxxx
so it is obvious to play another trump and
declarer will drift slowly off.
Pairs Bonus: ®A – 5 marks. You do not get any
matchpoints for letting slams in at Pairs either, so
definitely the ®A again. Anyway, it might run
away if you don’t cash it 😉.
Hand 2
´ AJ953
™ QJ3
t 4
® K643

(a) ´3: 2 marks. I cannot see what this is going to
achieve. It more or less is only right if partner has
the ace or the KQ and declarer has a relevant
quick discard, which can only be on the heart ace.
(b) ™K: 6 marks. This has more sense to it, in that
at least you are setting up a trick, and it doesn’t
need anything from partner to do so. It is what I
led at the table, but on reflection it is wrong. It
certainly was at the table as declarer had AJ10xx
opposite a void so you set up a ruffing finesse.

(c) t4: 1 mark. Newspaper articles are absolutely

South

West
North
1´
2t
2´1
Pass
3®
3NT
All Pass
1
Good raise in diamonds

East
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™Q; (c) t4; (d) ®3.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Marilyn Morris
Ravenstone, Leics

Open: Graham Sadie
Leatherhead

Sponsored by
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This doesn’t look hopeful. We have an 11 count and
partner has declined to bid. So what is best?

opener, with a pretty unattractive selection. What is
best?

(a) ´5: 10 marks. This plays partner for the ´10 or
´Q plus an entry or, less likely, the ´K with
declarer having, say, the ´Q10x. I think it is just
more likely than a heart working but it is very
close, and thus reflected in the marking. Somewhat
amusingly at the table partner did have the ´10
but the diamonds were KJ10xx opposite Axxx so
declarer simply safety played by taking the
diamond finesse into your hand and you could not
continue spades to advantage. Ah well!

(a) ´A: 1 mark. This more or less plays partner for a
singleton or the king, and why should either of
those be the case?

(b) ™Q: 9 marks. No one seems interested in hearts
so partner may well have a few. Essentially this
plays partner for the ™K and an entry, and so is
very close to the same required as a spade lead.

lead a minor to try and set up some tricks. Why
do I give this one mark fewer than the ®10?
Simply because just occasionally partner may
have doubled 3t on good diamonds, so it is
fractionally less likely that diamonds are the right
lead.

(c) t4: 1 mark. Trying for a ruff are you?
(d) ®3: 3 marks. Frankly, I cannot see that this is
much better. Why are you leading dummy’s
second suit when it looks like you desperately
need to set up your own suits? Sometimes leading
dummy’s second suit is a very good idea, but
usually when it looks like the opposition have no
fit (auctions such as 1™ – 1´, 2® - 2NT, 3NT for
example). This is not that time.
Pairs Bonus: ™Q – 5 marks. I lean to the ™Q at
Pairs. If it is about overtricks, which is likely, then
the ™Q is less likely to give away a vital trick than
a spade (perhaps leading round into KQ10).

West

2NT
Pass
3™
Pass
1
Transfer to hearts

North
Pass
3t1
4™

(d) ®10: 10 marks. For the reason above. Plus it
worked 😊. Declarer had ®AQxx opposite ®Jxx
in hand and the club lead set up a ruff for the
setting trick (partner had the ™A).
Pairs Bonus: ®10 or ™10 – 5 marks. I would lead
the same I suppose, but I think it is very, very
close between that and the passive ™10. I have no
complaints with anyone who leads that.
r

WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means that:

•
East
Pass
Pass
All Pass

A slightly curious auction in that North seems to
have six hearts but passed as dealer. N/S were
vulnerable on the hand, so it is likely North did not
have a suit good enough to open 2™.
Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™10; (c) t10; (d) ®10.

The best known advantage of transfers has
happened – we are leading round into a 2NT
www.ebu.co.uk

(c) t10: 9 marks. It seems to me that you need to

LICENSED BRIDGE

Hand 3
´ A97643
™ 10 9 5
t 10 2
® 10 5
South

(b) ™10: 6 marks. Unlikely to do much harm, but
what good is it going to do? It could certainly be
right if the hand is about being passive and just not
giving tricks away, but with everything breaking, it
seems as if we need to get at tricks.

•
•
•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence from the EBU.
They may choose to give Master Points in accordance
with EBU scales.
These Master Points will be accepted and added to player
records.
The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and
bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of
playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another
National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to their records save for events in Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to Gold Points
will only happen at English events, the BGB Gold Cup and
Home Internationals.
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53rd Summer Meeting at Eastbourne
Swiss Pairs for the

2

Harold Poster Cup
2-4 August 2019
1 Andrew Black &
Andrew McIntosh
2 Will Roper &
Norman Selway
3 Lynton Stock &
Alex Hydes
4 Jeffrey Allerton &
Frances Hinden
5 Ben Norton & Mike Bell
Highest B stratification pair
22 Rob Corrie &
Howard Ludlow
Highest C stratification pair
(Brighton Plate)
25 Robert Law & Susan Law

Friday Speedball
2 August 2019
Mark Wiggins &
Susan Parkins
Aleksandar Lishkov &
Ian Angus

1
2

Saturday Speedball
3 August 2019
Graham Orsmond,
Jon Cooke, Jackie
Fairclough & Phil
Mattacks

1

Jack High Swiss Pairs
1
2

3 August 2019
Jim Downes & Josie Allen
Ian Sanderson &
Brian Kirkdale

Neeraj Tanna &
Claire Robinson

Sunday Open Teams

1

4 August 2019
Jacqueline Collier, David
Collier, Mark Hooper &
Jackie Davies

2
3

Monday Open Pairs

1

1

5 August 2019
Mark Hooper &
Nigel Guthrie
Robert Miller &
Jackie Davies

1
2

Play with the Experts

3

2

1

4 August 2019
Lorna Swadling &
Alastair Gidman

p
oster Cu
Harold P

5-6 August 2019
Mark Westley & Tim Nash
Adrian Knight &
Prue Knight

Wednesday Open Pairs
7 August 2019
Robert Miller &
Mark Hooper
Julia Palmer &
Fiona Greenwood
Lilias Lamont &
Tim Durdin

1
2

Mixed Pivot Teams
1

GCH Fox Champ Pairs
1

3

6 August 2019
Gerald Soper & Colin
Wilson (Tunbridge Wells)
Stuart Davies &
George Bak (Huddersfield)
Bernard Themis & Wendy
Lancaster (Richmond)

2

3

7 August 2019
A Bailey, M Martin,
A Patrick & N Gayner
(Caterham)
W Naqvi, T Waterlow,
H Adamazi & J Tobias
(Richmond)
T Tiholov, J Vos, M Gold
& S Root (Richmond)

Mixe d Pair
s Champs

pee dball
Friday S
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7-8 August 2019
J Holland, A Cooke,
G Webb & C Webb
J Dakin, E Lucioni,
K Talbot & D Talbot
B Senior, R Wolfarth,
G Hyett & S Millard

1
2
3

Thursday Open Pairs
8 August 2019
Aaron Hutton & Kripa
Panchagnula
Julia Palmer & Nigel
Wolfendale

1
2

Snrs Pairs - Consolation

Tuesday Open Pairs

2

Sunday Open Pairs

3

1
2

1

5-6 August 2019
Gerry Stanford &
Kamran Nadim
Bill Hirst & Alan Nelson
Peter Rowell &
Francis Kelly
B final
John Holland &
Alan Cooke
Bob McRobert &
Richard Hyde
Brian Senior &
Geoffrey Wolfarth

2

5 August 2019
N/S 1 Margaret Sandell & Shirley
Hancock (Huddersfield)
2 Peter Bennett & Lew Gray
(Richmond)
E/W 1 Lyn Poole &
Ala Swietochowski
(Richmond)
2 Alastair Spence &
Bill Nadel (Bath)

6 August 2019
Neeraj Tanna &
Claire Robinson
Tim Warren & Alan Cadge

Senior Swiss Teams

Seniors Pairs

Mixed Pairs Champ’ships
8 August 2019
Jeremy Willans (pictured)
& Jill Skinner (Tunbridge
Wells)
David Dawson &
Christine Dyer (Selsdon)
Carole Kelly & Stuart
Davies (Huddersfield)

1

2
3

Point-a-Board Teams
1
2

9 August 2019
H Rose, J Thrower,
A Hayward & A Jarvis
B Handley-Pritchard,
D Nettleton, K Castner &
P King

Friday Open Pairs
1
2

9 August 2019
Mike Bryant &
David Keith
Julia Palmer &
Nigel Wolfendale

Senior Pairs

Sw iss Pair
s u n de r w
ay

www.ebu.co.uk

Friday Speedball
1
2

9 August 2019
Jonathan Lillycrop &
Sam Anoyrkatis
Venetia Anoyrkatis &
Sally Anoyrkatis

Saturday Speedball
1

10 August 2019
A Hutton, K Panchagnula,
J Richards, C Bucknell

Sat Swiss Pairs
1
2

10 August 2019
Fredrick Helness &
Andrew Cairns
Alex Crystol &
Petar Ivanov

3

G Liggins, E Erichsen,
P Crouch, S Cope
4 G Hallberg, D Patterson,
A McIntosh, A Black
5 B Short, A Goodman,
I Sime, J Murdoch
B final
1 A Malinowski, D Herman
W Naqvi, H Ali
2 E Scerri, G Jones,
J Harouni, R Robinson
3 N Wolfendale, D Owen,
P Thornton, B Holder
Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl
1 T Townsend, B Teltscher,
P King, K Castner
2 K Dyke, M Byrne,
S Brock, B Myers

1
2
3

Combined Swiss Pairs
1

10-11 August 2019
Fredrick Helness &
Andrew Cairns

1
2

Really Easy Swiss Pairs

Weds Teams
1
2

7 August 2019
A East, G Leese,
H Cameron & L Wilson
R Discombe, J Benson,
M Miles & H Longbottom

Swiss Pairs
1

REALLY EASY CONGRESS

2

Tues Afternoon Pairs

3

Sun Swiss Pairs
11 August 2019
Sam Anoyrkatis &
Venetia Anoyrkatis
Fredrik Helness &
Andrew Cairns
Bill Gardner &
Peter Griffin

Weds Pairs
7 August 2019
Ashley Barnes &
Helen Smithson
Anne East & Gill Leese

6 August 2019
N/S 1 Anne East & Gill Leese
E/W 1 James Charlton &
Merran Firth

Jack High Swiss Pairs

8 August 2019
Ashley Barnes &
Helen Smithson
Gill Woodward &
Steve Woodward
Howard Da Vall & Peter
Cropper

Really Easy Con
gress

Tues Evening Pairs
1
2

6 August 2019
Ashley Barnes &
Helen Smithson
Hilary Parker &
Chris Hopkins

Fo ur Star
Teams

Four-Star Teams
1
2

9-11 August 2019
D Mossop, P Hackett,
J Hackett, J Hackett
P Denning, R Plackett,
P Shields, R Chamberlain

s Pairs
Saturday Swis

Swiss t
eams un
derway
Sunday Swiss Pairs
eams
Sw iss T
r
io
n
e
S

Swiss Teams - Brighton Bowl

www.ebu.co.uk

Every effort has been made to provide correct names. We apologise if there are errors.
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THE MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

T

im Anderson joined the EBU as
Membership Development Officer a year
ago. Since then he has trawled the country
looking at successful models to increase player
numbers, and helped clubs and counties form their
own campaigns based on their own specific
requirements. Here Tim sums up his year and how
the membership campaign is being adopted.
This is a long term effort, but I would like to share
a little about how it is going, and what we have
learned about how to increase membership at
bridge clubs.
One of the things we have worked on is
improving our knowledge of what is happening by
studying the data we have. In fact our data on
membership as such is not very accurate, partly
because it depends on how quick clubs are to
update their records, and partly because we care
more about bridge activity than we do about the
number of members as such.
First, some good news. If we look at the month of
July, for example, more bridge was played at EBU
clubs in July 2019 than in July 2018 or July 2017.
Over 15% of our clubs played more bridge in July
2019 than in July 2018, and more bridge in July
2018 than in July 2017. In some cases there will be
arbitrary reasons, to do with perhaps the number of
Tuesdays in the month, or the fact that a nearby
club closed. In many cases though there is real
growth which is most encouraging.
We have also discovered that there is no strong
correlation between growth and the size of the club,
or between growth and the standard of the bridge –
judged by average National Grading Scheme (NGS)
ranking. Clubs of every size and standard are
among those growing.
One thing that does seem to be a factor is the
number of sessions in the week: clubs with more
than one session seem to be more likely to be
growing. Perhaps this helps with providing a
pathway for less experienced players, since where
there are more sessions, one is often less expert than
the others.
52 English Bridge October 2019

I am also aware that growing bridge clubs are the
outcome of a lot of hard work. The demographics
of bridge mean that many elderly members leave us
each year, and that is not going to change. So to
grow means to more than compensate for that
natural process.

HOW TO GROW - ATTRACTING PEOPLE IN
What then is the secret of a growing bridge club?
There are really two aspects to this. The first is
attracting people in. Since there is a limited number
of experienced bridge players out there, most of
whom already play in bridge clubs because the game
is so fantastically absorbing, the best way to attract
new people is to offer bridge teaching. Not every
club can do this on its own, and there are often
issues about finding a suitable location for clubs
who do not have their own premises, but it is worth
the effort.
In this it is essential to plan the progress of
novices from learning the game to joining a regular
club session. We have several posts on the
membership
development
site
at
https://ebumemberdevelop.org.uk devoted to this
topic such as: Running transition classes; How to
bring new members into club sessions; and How to
migrate new players to the main club session.
The key is to plan from the beginning and make
sure that the club or clubs manage the lessons and
follow up, rather than delegating this entirely to, for
example, one bridge teacher. Another key is to avoid
creating a club within a club: supervised sessions are
for helping members to progress, not a final
destination.
Once you have a plan in place it is time to do
some marketing, and again there is plenty of
information on our site on the topic such as How to
run a bridge taster session.

HOW TO GROW - A PLACE WHERE PEOPLE
WANT TO STAY

It is common sense yet something that is easy to
miss: a club is much more likely to grow if it runs
sessions that everyone enjoys. The best marketing is
www.ebu.co.uk

word of mouth, and if a club’s members say to their
friends what a lovely bridge club it is, half the work
of gaining new members is done already.
The opposite is also true. If a club develops a
reputation for unfriendliness or the word goes
round that ‘you have to take your bridge really
seriously,’ then gaining new members is an uphill
battle.
At the EBU we are determined to change any idea
of EBU clubs being unfriendly into the opposite – at
an EBU club, players of any standard are assured of
a friendly welcome.
What can a club do in order to provide an
enjoyable evening? Quite a lot. The directing is key,
so is the hosting, or making single players welcome.
We also want to encourage more multi-standard
sessions, which means making sure that your top
players (as well as all the others) practice best
behaviour with opponents of a lesser standard: a
smile, patience with inadvertent errors, and never
ever trying to take advantage other than via bidding
and playing to the best of your ability. There is a
post on creating a novice-friendly culture in your
bridge club.

THREE THINGS I’VE LEARNT
D Every club needs to create a path for newcomers
to learn bridge and eventually migrate to the
main club sessions, or else decline is inevitable.
This might not be a club working on its own, but
with other nearby clubs or possibly county
initiatives.
D Clubs that strive to maintain the highest possible
bridge standard in their main sessions will
struggle to attract newcomers, because of the
shortage of expert players. Our clubs need to run
a variety of sessions where they have the resources
to do so, or to develop mixed-standard sessions
that are welcoming to players of every standard.
D I frequently hear people are put off joining EBU
clubs because they fear an unfriendly atmosphere
or one that is intolerant of newcomers. As the
English Bridge Union we need to counter this by
helping our clubs to develop a culture of
welcoming novices, if they do not have one
already. This impacts aspects like directing,
hosting (welcoming players who are on their
own) and the social aspect of bridge clubs.

IT WORKS!

VISIT OUR SITE

In my year at the EBU I have seen plenty of
evidence that where bridge is carefully promoted by
novice-friendly clubs, growth does take place. There
is effort involved, but the rewards are also great, not
only in terms of ensuring a bright future for your
club and for the game, but also in the social and
community benefits of bridge, a partnership game
that is endlessly varied and rewarding.

Anyone can use resources from the Membership
Development Campaign. The site has masses of
information to help you run membership
campaigns, bridge teaching resources, templates for
publicity material, my blogs and more. It can be
found at https://ebumemberdevelop.org.uk
Tim Anderson
Membership Development Officer

www.ebu.co.uk
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
CANCELLED BOARDS
My partner and I sat down to
play the first two boards of the
Summer Seniors Championship
Pairs against two well known
English International players.
Unfortunately one of the players
had not arrived. Little or no
effort seemed to be made to
establish his whereabouts until a
few minutes before the 2.00pm
start. The other player, therefore,
played the boards with a stand-in
partner. We achieved two near
tops and appeared to be off to a
flying start.
However, shortly after, one of
the TDs came to our table and
said the boards would be
cancelled as the missing player
had not turned up and his
partner had participated no
further in the session. This was a
huge disappointment.
The TDs felt it was the ‘rub of
the green’. On a procedural level
there must be a better way of
handling these situations. I
remain unclear as to why the
international was, or felt, unable
to continue after it was
established that his intended
partner
would
not
be
participating on the day. The TD
informed me the stand-in was
only available for one hour. In
my opinion if a player without a
partner accepts a stand-in, this
should be on the basis that he
must complete the session . . .
either with the stand-in or with
his partner when he arrives.
I
would
have
reacted
differently if I had two bottoms
instead of two tops on the boards
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Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

– but would the player who
walked away have done so quite
so readily if he had achieved two
tops? If the stand-in was truly
available for only one hour, then
he should not have been
permitted to play unless the
missing player was definitely able
to arrive within that period.
There should be no opportunity
for anyone to play both ends
against the middle and stand-ins
should be available for the whole
session.
Hugh Thomson
It would always be better if
players were to contact their
partners as soon as possible when
there is any doubt about their
arrival, but the reality is that they
sometimes do not. In this instance,
they appear to have made a lastminute entry which made it even
less likely that the player expected
his partner not to arrive.
Yes, it would have been better if
you had been told of the possibility
of the results not standing, and I
imagine that would have
happened had anyone thought
this to be a likely eventuality. As it
was, I expect the primary
consideration of the TDs was to
get the game under way with all
tables playing if at all possible.
It’s always good to have
suggestions on how to improve
protocols. However, if we were to
make demands on substitute
players of the type you suggest, we
would have far fewer members
willing to help us out in this way,
and therefore more disruption to
our events. Gordon Rainsford
EBU Chief Executive Officer

A WRONG-SIDED DOUBLE
I read Neil Rosen’s article on the
Helvic wriggle with interest
(June 2019/p19), but noted it did
not address what happens if the
double comes from the 4th
position:
1NT
Pass

Pass Pass Dble
Pass ?

Here, a ‘Forcing Pass’
responder ends the auction.

by

I’ve looked at many options on
the market and they nearly all
assume the double comes from
the left hand opponent to the
1NT opener. However, I did
come across the Elvington
Wriggle: regardless of which side
the double comes from,
responder bids a five card suit, if
he has one, as an old-fashioned
weakness take-out. This has the
disadvantage that the hand is
played by responder, but no
option is perfect. If responder
does not have a five card suit, he
redoubles. This is alertable and
asks opener to bid his lowest
four-card suit. With tolerance
(three or more cards) he passes.
If not, he bids his lowest four
card suit looking for at least a 4:3
fit. If responder has a decent
hand and is confident that 1NT
will make, he can pass.
Bryan Boulter

CORONATION STREET
After seeing the notification that
bridge was going to be played in
the Coronation Street soap I felt
this was something I just had to
watch as I know it is extremely
hard to get across what a great
game it is.
www.ebu.co.uk

I have to say I was very
underwhelmed by the whole
thing and honestly do not feel it
was a true representation of the
game we love.
I know that there are bickering
and disagreements in the game
but the amount between the
players was excessive. And as for
the cheating section, it gives the
completely wrong impression
that cheating is commonplace
and normal. We have lost a good
opportunity to advertise what a
great game we have.
John Pelley

NGS RANKLES
I read the letter about the NGS in
the August issue of the magazine
and thought I might raise an
alternative view of the system. I
realise that it is technically a
brilliant set up and gives
everyone constant feedback on
how they are performing, which
sounds fine but I can’t help
thinking that overall the system
is not helpful. I know it shouldn’t
matter what the NGS says about
one’s standing but on some level
it does.
If the result always counts
towards your current rating it is
a bit like every piece of work you
hand in counting towards a final
exam result. What this means is
that on some level I am less likely
to play if I have had a busy day
and am feeling a bit tired, as
opposed to just participating in a
relaxed mode and not minding if
I have a poor session. I may not
be alone in thinking this way so
across the country there could be
fewer people playing than would
otherwise be the case. I can’t help
feeling that it is a system that
people should have to opt into
rather than try and opt out of
and perhaps the Americans
www.ebu.co.uk

would be wise to make some
changes before they make any
decisions about launching the
system there. Just a thought.
Ian Wright

NGS SUCCESS
What is the latest thinking on the
masterpoints system? It seems to
me that it is out of date and
should be discontinued. The
NGS is a much better measure of
form and could be further
improved by incorporating
personal playing percentages. Is
it not time for bridge players to
grow up and rid themselves of
the masterpoint nonsense?
David Berrisford

SKEGNESS TRIBUTE
Your last magazine cover English
Bridge is SO bracing made us
smile and could have been
written for us.
Some of you will know that
the ‘so bracing’ is usually linked
with Skegness in Lincolnshire.
And that was, and is, the location
of our bridge club’s (Bourne,
Lincolnshire) annual social
outing. Our weekend was
advertised as ‘Brace yourselves
it’s Skeggy.’
Our first club weekend, in Feb
2017, saw over 50 members
coming together for a social
weekend with some bridge
staying at The Savoy Hotel. We
had so much fun and laughter
that we immediately booked a
repeat for February 2018 only for
it to be snowed off. We rearranged for November 2018
and the event grew and we took
over the whole hotel with 64
people joining us. This was quite
an
achievement
as
our
membership stands at 120.
We’re currently preparing for
our next weekend in November
2019. As a club we’re delighted

that Skeggy ticks all the boxes –
good hotel, facilities for bridge,
not too far for us to travel and
the opportunity to offer our
members a sociable weekend to
get to know everyone better.
So glad that EBU also knows
about Skeggy !
Sandra Webb & Sue Beevers
Bourne Bridge Club

CLEAN PLAY
As an enthusiastic player and
reader of the magazine could you
possibly do an article (high
profile) on hygiene? I’m sure the
problem exists in many areas.
During our warm weather, the
temperature is high and the
adrenaline gets going with good
bridge. The BO smell becomes
quite invasive – mostly men –
occasionally ladies. It only takes
an underarm deodorant stick or
a body spray to prevent this.
Anon, Anon, Anon!

THANK YOU! DIRECTOR
I was most disheartened to read
Robin Barker’s answer to Roy
Young’s question (Ask Robin,
August 2019, p25). It’s the sort of
answer that keeps new players
away from established bridge
clubs, dissuades non-affiliated
clubs from becoming affiliated
and convinces club members of
the risk of becoming a director.
In the answer Robin mentions
bids being in tempo. I’d suggest
that tempo isn’t a fixed period. It
may be a short period in a simple
bidding sequence but longer
when, as with this example, there
is an and then a convention used.
Is the suggestion we should make
all bids at the slowest pace to
ensure they’re all in tempo?
Secondly we’re told this was a
casual session at a local club.
Rules may be rules but is a
rigorous application appropriate?
We don’t know if the ‘offending’
October 2019 English Bridge
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pair were a long-established
partnership, or beginners, or
perhaps in keeping with most
bridge clubs, of a certain age.
Nobody other than East really
knows what East was thinking
about, we’re not told if he/she
was asked about the UCB, but if
not, he/she may have been
desperately trying to remember
if it was a Michaels, a UCB or
something else. It’s even possible
he/she didn’t notice North had
passed. So perhaps West was
presented
with
logical
alternatives but unless West is a
mind-reader the hesitation could
mean anything or nothing.
A final point is that by stating
that the director used the wrong
test and gave a wrong decision,
Robin completely undermines
the director. He or she is trying

to act as umpire, often at a cost
to their own result. It’s likely that
many people must know the
people in question, so rather
than just receiving guidance on
the rules, the director receives a
public slapping. Nice.
No doubt if you publish this
email, I’ll get a public slapping as
well!
Brian Dorey
There are positions where you
apply more relaxed rules in a club
than in a major championship.
The elderly player who drops a
card on the floor, for example.
I agree that people hesitate for
different reasons but if you
hesitate (nothing wrong with
that) you put pressure on partner
not to use the information.
It’s quite true that most club
directors are volunteers and the
club is dependent on their good
graces. A good club will help them

MEMBER SUSPENDED
FROM COMPETITIONS
An EBU Disciplinary Committee recently
considered charges that Mr Dave Robinson had
embarked on a loud and sustained outburst
complaining about the injustice of an appeal at
the Harrogate Spring Congress, and that this
constituted a breach of Rule 3.2(v) of the EBU
Disciplinary Rules, being conduct or behaviour
which falls below the accepted standards
required of Player Members.
The defendant admitted the charges. In the
light of his expressed regret and willingness to
apologise to those most directly affected, the
Committee imposed a sanction of three
months’ suspension from participation in EBU
competitions.
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by being supportive which
includes helping them get training
(the EBU’s Club Director course
comes to mind). In the incident
covered in Roy Young’s letter West
bid on for no valid bridge reason
after East had hesitated. What
reason did West have for going on?
It is often said that there can be
any number of reasons for a
hesitation but very often it is
because the person hesitating is
thinking of taking positive action.
There are some complicated
laws and for directors not to get
them all right all the time is
entirely understandable but if you
take on the job you have some
responsibility
to
try
and
understand the basics. Mr Young
showed considerable grace by
accepting the decision at the event.
Jeremy Dhondy
EBU Chairman

JOAN GERARD AWARD
Congratulations to
Jasmine Bakhshi who is
this year’s recipient of
the Joan Gerard Award
in the U16 category.
The Award is presented
to youth players who
demonstrate aptitude,
fair play, good
sportsmanship and a
friendly international spirit. Joan Gerard was a
great supporter of the WBF Youth Programs
worldwide.
Nominations are made by players, NPCs,
coaches and WBF championship officials, with no
one able to nominate players from their own
country. Jasmine is the first English player to win
the award since Ben Green in 2003.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU YOUTH AWARDS

WORLD YOUTH CHAMPIONSHIPS

Congratulations to Oscar Selby who was winner of
this year’s Young Player of the Year award which
was presented at the Summer Meeting.
Ben Norton and Shahzaad Natt received the
2019 Young Pair of the Year award. They have had
a great year in which they were key members of the
U26 team which won the Junior Camrose and
reached the semi-finals in the White House Junior
Internationals event.

UNDER 26 CHAMPIONSHIPS

Several of England’s finest junior players went to
the World Youth Open Championships in Croatia
in late-August. In the teams events, England had
one team (pictured top) reach the semi-finals in the
U26 Open teams category, as well as one English
player, Laura Covill (left, bottom left), being in a
trans-national team that reached the semi-finals of
the U26 Women’s event. Both teams won bronze
medals. Congratulations also to Zane Soonawalla
& James Cater (bottom right), who won the B Final
of the U16 event. You can read more about the
event on the website: www.ebu.co.uk/node/3521

HAPPY CAMPING AT JBC 2019
For the second year in a row, Jonathan Clark &
Kripa Panchagnula won the U26 Championship
Pairs, which took place in London in mid-August.
Theo Gillis & Jack Ronayne came second with
Eshan Singhal & Ian Robson in third place.

SOUTH EAST COUNTIES
JUNIOR BRIDGE EVENT
Sunday 24th November
For players aged 8-21
Wimbledon Bridge Club
A day of bridge teaching & competitions
All levels welcome.
£10 to cover refreshments
For more information go to
www.bridgewebs.com/surrey/
or contact Tim Warren on
TimjgWarren@gmail.com

www.ebu.co.uk

Some 40 juniors, aged 8 to 22,
plus assorted parents took part
in the South Eastern Counties
Junior Bridge Camp at Bowles
Activity Centre in early July.
The weather was perfect for the
rock climbing, dry skiing, and pool kayaking. Four
bridge classes were run, with a total of 24
minibridge, bronze, silver, and gold awards given
out. The competitions were fiercely fought. The
main Priday Cup was won by Jacob Potter &
Roland Bourne, with Woody & Joe Cohen the next
juniors in third place. Jacob Potter also won the
Saturday Pairs with Zane Soonawalla, and Tom &
Ben Gardner the Speedball. The Novice
competitions were won by Toby Trusted & Poli
Vasileva on Saturday and by Amrita Selvaraj &
Tanya Gupta on Sunday. Congratulations to all
who partook in this hugely enjoyable event
sponsored by the Sussex, Kent, and Surrey CBAs.
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EBED NEWS
WHO’S THE NEXT GREAT BRIDGE HOPE?

O

xfordshire’s Kim Hudson recently
returned from Norway where she was
representing the England U16 Bridge
team in the European Youth Bridge
Championships. The team of six youth players
battled against 17 other European countries to
return home with the Bronze medal.
Kim started playing bridge at an after-school
club run by local Faringdon bridge player Mike
Fletcher. Her interest continued after the school
club ended, playing with her grandparents on an
infrequent basis as a
relaxed fun activity. Then
at the end of the summer
last year Kim attended the
Junior Teach-In Bridge
event with the aim of
playing some fun bridge –
and maybe learning a
thing or two. The TeachIn event is open to every
youth player, encouraging
children who have never
played before, all the way
up to international level.
It was at this event that
Kim was spotted by the
England U16 coach,
Georgio Provenza, who
invited her to attend the next England coaching
session.
With the session going well Kim was invited to
join the larger England U16 squad of 20 players.
Even at this stage the squad knew that only six
players would be selected to go to the European
Championships in July, which were only 10
months away. The challenge was on, and with
training online every Monday evening and four
training weekends remaining before the European
team selection, Kim had great opportunities to
learn from some of the best coaches in England.
Progress was good and Kim was selected as part
of an eight player team to play in the Youth World
Online Championships that started in March. Run
over several months in a league of 18 teams, the
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England U16 team had some great results and at
the end of the league stage topped the league
having won every match. Unfortunately in June
they lost their 100% record and were eliminated in
the knockout stage.
All attention was now on the European Youth
Bridge Championship and Kim was selected along
with her bridge partner Theo Sinclair and her team
mates Henry Rose, Jasmine Bakhshi, Jamie Fegarty
and Dido Coley. The four day event was action
packed; going into the final day of the tournament
England were in 4th
position but an excellent
set of results and winning
all of their games secured
a well-deserved Bronze
medal. The England U21
team also performed well
in their league, coming
home with the Bronze
medal.
Now that the European
competition is over, five
of the six members of the
U16 team will be moving
up to the U21 squad. The
hunt has already started
for their replacements
and the drive towards the World Youth
Championships next year. With the rise of Kim
from being completely unknown and playing
casual bridge with her grandparents to England
International Youth Player in a whirlwind 10
month period, the England coaching staff are
hunting for ‘the next Kim Hudson’.
The next Bridge Teach-In event has just taken
place – see report on page 60. It is a great fun event
for complete novices, or those with all ranges of
bridge experience, and takes place once a year. The
Oxford Bridge Club (England U16’s Henry Rose’s
home club) also has a youth section which plays on
Sunday afternoons. And Kim’s local Faringdon
Bridge Club has been hugely supportive – a lovely
place to enjoy bridge once you have learnt the
ropes. Kim tries to attend whenever possible.
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TAKING BRIDGE INTO SCHOOLS

N

owhere has been more successful at
teaching bridge to schoolchildren than
Stamford Bridge Club which sits at the
meeting point of Lincolnshire, Leicestershire,
Rutland, Cambridgeshire and Northants. Here Liz
Dale, who spearheads the club’s youth programme
(SYBA), sets the scene.
We all remember going into schools, fired up,
ready to enthral youngsters with the game of
bridge. Hours and hours of preparation
beforehand. For the first few weeks everything goes
fine, perhaps even better than you anticipated,
though you have this niggling feeling that it could
be better. You wish the same youngsters would turn
up each time. Oh yes, everyone has a perfectly
good reason for not attending because . . . they are
needed for a music lesson or was it a football
match? Oh yes, Roly said he was helping with the
drama group, Josh has an appointment at the
hospital . . . and so it goes on. The school is really
helpful but the problem is everyone is so very busy.
You arrive at Reception. Lisa looks surprised.
Mystified really. Hadn’t someone told you there
was a Geography Trip for Year 7 today and they
weren’t arriving back until 5pm? ‘Sorry. No, there
won’t be an after-school bridge club today.’

THE SOLUTION - A WINNING FORMULA
Some 2,500+ youngsters have participated in our
Starter Bridge experience in curriculum time. It
demonstrates a cultural change as to how bridge
clubs can work with schools.

SYBA’S FOUR CRITERIA.
First, working to the schools agenda we make it
easy for schools to want to work in partnership
with us. The word partnership is important.
Schools must have a ‘stake’ in our success. Our
relationship is built on trust. You only get one
chance. Everything we say we will do, we must fulfil
100%. Feedback from schools continues to give
direction to SYBA’s ongoing educational
programmes. We are listening.

Second, our amazing ‘Buddies’ (60+ in number)
are DBS-registered and are currently doing inhouse training courses to comply with the
‘Safeguarding Legislation Act 2018’. Our ‘Buddies’
believe that by taking bridge into schools they are
www.ebu.co.uk

doing something worthwhile and meaningful.

Third, our structured, scripted, SYBAcertificated Educational Programmes ‘Making
Maths Fun’ for Primary Schools and ‘Taking the
Fear out of Maths’ for Secondary Schools, evidence
the National Curriculum, eg Mental Arithmetic,
Logic, Critical Thinking, Reasoning, etc. Schools
want to work with us because we bring a different
dimension to the classroom. Interaction is one of
the most noticeable. And it’s learning through
partnership play. Youngsters love working with a
partner. We cater for all abilities from the most
challenging pupils to the highest achievers. Starter
Bridge takes no heed of gender, colour, creed,
wealth, language, age – we are levelling the playing
field. Breaking down barriers where bridge is
viewed as ‘snobby’, ‘elite’ and ‘old’. Following a 3045 minute Starter Bridge Taster for a whole year
group, for example Years 4/5/6 (age 8-11 years)
each pupil will be awarded a Participation
Certificate flagging up their success. A spin-off has
been that five classroom teachers are now attending
SBC bridge lessons.
Fourth, prior to the initial Taster in curriculum
time, we will have negotiated with the school to
offer a follow-on lunchtime bridge club, an afterschool bridge club or a maths-based curriculum
scheduled programme. For example, primary
schools may ask you to come in for three Fridays in
Golden Hour – the last session of the day, 2pm3pm. If it’s an after-school club for primary schools
the 24+ youngsters will be presented with Starter
Bridge One certificates by the lead Buddy in an
Assembly,
highlighting
each
youngster’s
achievements. This is always a huge success and
ends up with more youngsters signing up. We
invariably have to put a cap on numbers.
For secondary schools, the initial taster for Year
7/8/9 groups (age 11-14 years) is usually followed
by a lunchtime or after-school club. Our best
partnership has been with Year 7 students in an
Academy where two fantastic ‘Buddies’ have been
going in for the past two years once a week during
curriculum time. Certification is provided in
stages: Starter Bridge One & Two, Minibridge
followed by Bronze Awards.
Cont overleaf
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EBED
BRIDGE INTO SCHOOLS

CONT/

INTER-SCHOOLS SUMMER TOURNAMENTS
SYBA has now run three inter-schools
tournaments and they have been hugely
successful. We offer three categories: Starter
Bridge, Minibridge and Bridge. The first year we
had 72 pupils all either Starter Bridge or
Minibridge only. We can accommodate 100
students (25 tables) and the last two events have
been oversubscribed. Primary Schools already
have the date for 2020 in the diary and we
understand that some of the Residentials and
Sports Day events for Year 6 are built around this
date. A sprinkling of stardust is added to the
tournament with the attendance of Alan Shillitoe
(Junior Squad Leader) and three Junior
Internationals, Jonno, Kripa and Aaron all
wearing their England uniforms.
Twenty-four of our students represented SYBA
in the Loughborough National Schools Cup
earlier this year, two of our Primary School
(bridge pupils) coming a staggering 7th. Two of
our Minibridge students, also primary, were
awarded 1st place.
We don’t pretend to ‘know it all’ but our
Buddies feel we have the experience to offer the
Stamford Initiative to other clubs who may be
interested in our Educational Programmes.
Working in partnership with sixteen schools,
besides offering structured programmes and
resources which can be replicated nationally, we
can give simple tips for making the experience
more effective for both the Buddies and the
school.

LEARN FROM THE MASTERS
EBED has teamed up with SYBA to offer a
Taking Bridge into Schools course to club members
to help them replicate Stamford’s success. Why
not join the course in early April? For more
information and all bookings please contact
Giles Ip, EBED’s Youth Development Officer, by
email: giles@ebedcio.org.uk .
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JUNIOR TEACH-IN 2019

T

he 2019 Junior Teach-In, organised by
EBED, took place at King’s Park
Conference Centre, Northampton over
three days at the end of August. There was a
great turn-out with some 65 people of all ages
and abilities coming along (photos opposite).
It was a weekend full of teaching, fun and
competition as well as recreational and sporting
activities, and thoroughly enjoyed by all.
The event hugely benefitted from talent
spotters and trainers from the highest echelons
of bridge. These included Alan Shillitoe,
Michael Byrne, Giorgio Provenza, Alex Roberts,
Tom Copeland, Alison Nicolson, David
Emerson, Joan Bennett, Gabriel Ip and Megan
Jones.
As well as plenty of teaching and non-bridge
activities, for many the highlight was the
competitive bridge events taking place every
day. Here are the winners – congratulations to
all.
Friday Evening Cross-Imp Pairs:
Sam & Will Wakefield
Friday Speedball:
Theo Sinclair & Kim Hudson
Saturday Arnott-Davidson Trophy:
Freddie Beneat & Zane Soonawalla
Saturday Speedball Teams
Freddie Beneat, Zane Soonawalla,
Skevington & Lucy Norman

Isaac

Most Improved Player of the Weekend:
Leon Gunasekara
Best Etiquette Award:
Nandini Agarwal
www.ebu.co.uk

JUNIOR TEACH-IN 2019

EBED CALENDAR
n OCTOBER 2019
17-18 Club Teacher Training Course, Young Chelsea Bridge
Club
19
Book/Judgement Rulings Day 2, Hastings
20
Club Director Assessment, Halifax
23
Book Rulings, Day 1, Aylesbury
20
Club Director Assessment, Bude

n NOVEMBER 2019
6
9
17-18
23

Book/Judgement Rulings Day 2, Aylesbury
Book/Judgement Rulings Day 1, Chelmsford
Club Teacher Training Course, Aylesbury
Book/Judgement Rulings Day 2, Chelmsford

www.ebu.co.uk

n DECEMBER 2019
4

Club Director Assessment, Aylesbury

7

Club Director Assessment, Hastings

14

Club Director Assessment, Chelmsford

n MARCH 2020
17

Book/Judgement Rulings Day 1, Solihull

n APRIL 2020
14

Book/Judgement Rulings Day 2, Solihull

n MAY 2020
19

Club Director Assessment, Solihull
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Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 8

click
link

Hand 1
´ 52
™8
tAQ9
®AKQJ754

W
?

N

E

S

Hand 4
´ KQ9752
™A
t A K 10 7
® 95

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2´

S
Pass

1®. If your long suit was some other suit and you

4´. While you have only 16 HCP, this is a great

play strong Acol two bids, you could make a strong
opening on the hand. It would also be possible to do
so playing Benjamin. In standard Acol, however, this
hand is a long way from warranting a game force
and you should open at the one level. It is unlikely
that 1® will be passed out.

hand. On the losing trick count, which you are
entitled to use when you have found a fit, you have
only four losers. You are closer to making a slam try
than giving partner the option to play out of game.
Follow the maxim ‘six-four bid more’.

Hand 2
´ A2
™ 74
t K Q J 10 4
®8632

W

N
1´

E
Pass

S
1NT

?

2t. Looking at only four cards in the majors, it is
quite likely that North will rebid 2™ or 2´ and end
up as declarer. Since you would much prefer a
diamond lead to one of the rounded suits, it is
worth the risk to overcall. Doing so may also enable
your side to push the opponents to the three level if
partner can raise to 3t.
Hand 3
´ Q 10 3
™AQ9843
tA
®J93

W
1™
?

N
2®

E
2™

S
3®

3™. With six hearts, you should compete to the
three level even though partner might have raised
with three-card support (with a 3·3·2·5 shape for
example). This is not a game try – you would bid
3t or, in some partnerships, double, if you wanted
to invite 4™.
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Hand 5
´ K Q 10 9 5 2
™3
tA4
® AQJ4

W
N
E
1´
Pass
2t
3®
Pass
3´
4NT
Pass
5™1
?
1
two aces/key cards

S
Pass
Pass
Pass

5NT. Since partner has shown two aces, you know
that there are no fast losers. You should follow 4NT
with 5NT to confirm this and to ask about kings. If
holding a semi-solid diamond suit, partner can just
bid the grand slam rather than show kings.
Hand 6
´ A9742
™A2
t3
® 10 9 8 4 2

W

N
4™

E
4NT1

S
Pass

?
1

minors

6®. Although partner, in entering the auction after
an opposing pre-empt, is playing you with about as
many HCP as you have, the values you have are
exceptionally high quality. Aces are always useful in
shapely deals and you have five-card club support,
far better than partner will be expecting. While a
singleton in partner’s main side suit is not always an
asset, when you have five trumps, it might well be. r
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Bridge in Hospital!

click
link

I

’d like to share with you a post on the Bridge
Club Live discussion forum from Surrey’s Tony
Philpott, which speaks for itself!

Recently I was rushed to hospital with e-coli
sepsis in the blood stream, a condition which I am
told can prove a tad serious but from which
fortunately I am now recovering. I am not looking
for sympathy but just wish to recount how useful
BCL and my laptop proved to be during my short
stay being fed antibiotics intravenously.
On my first day I kibitzed occasionally to pass
the time between various tests that seemed to
come in one continual stream. On the second
evening I plucked up courage and asked one of
my super group of casual/regular partners to play.
I asked her to explain to our opponents that I was
playing from hospital should I suddenly cease
bidding/playing for a minute because another
sample was needed to be taken or another needle
stuck in me.
The very first hand I was declarer in 3NT when
a delightful Filipino nurse wanted to inject
heparin into my stomach and a smiling Latvian
girl wanted to change my drip. I played on
throughout, much to their amusement, for a good
result and we continued to play 30 boards. We
finished the evening second on the Leader Board.
BCL was the best medicine that I could have
received. Thanks also to my lovely partner and to
the wonderful care of our much-maligned NHS.
Tony is far from being the first BCL member that
I know to have played from a hospital bed!
Meanwhile, in a recent Swiss Pairs match I scored
50% for making 4´ from the South seat, after a club
lead, losing a heart and two diamonds.
I can do better by finessing the ™10 after taking
out trumps, but that’s dangerous because, if it fails,
I lose two hearts as well as two diamonds. I knew I
had missed something. I looked to see how others
had played the hand. One of our American players
www.ebu.co.uk

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ 10 8 5 4 3
™ Q 10
t 10 9 3
® J84
Q7
´ J2
N
AJ943
™ 87
W
E
S
Q
t KJ7652
Q 10 9 7 3
® 652
´ AK96
™ K652
t A84
® AK

had also arrived in 4´ after opening 2NT and
simply bidding 4´ over partner’s 3™ transfer bid.
He took the trump lead and played a heart to the
™Q and ran the ™10 to West’s ™J. Trumps were
cleared, declarer ruffed the ™6 (sadly without the
™A falling) and cashed the ®AK before ruffing his
last heart and dummy’s last club.
With three diamonds and one trump left in each
of his and dummy’s hands, declarer simply
underled the tA. West took this and was endplayed
to give declarer a ruff and discard. If East had
overtaken, he would have been similarly endplayed.
This led me to wonder if it is better to play ace
and then another diamond from this position. This
works when either opponent has a doubleton with
two honours, so it seems a close thing. But well
done to this declarer on at least giving himself a
chance for an overtrick!
r

UK-based Bridge Club Live offers
D Fast, fun and friendly bridge.
D Drop-in Drop-out MP Pairs and social games
D Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments and Teams events
D Full bidding and play records of every deal.
D System cards for partnerships
D Discussion forums and members’ reunions
D EBU Master Points
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Funbridge Competitions

by Jérôme Rombaut

Challenge Argine

I

t is now two years since we launched the chance
to challenge Funbridge’s artificial intelligence,
Argine, in a match of five deals. Since then there
have been 5,594,989 challenges! Argine is the outand-out champion – 4,457,157 wins (80%), 157,898
draws (3%) and 979,934 losses (17%). Only 800
players out of the 95,000 who have challenged the
robot have a positive ratio.
Here is an interesting deal that I played against
Argine:
´
™
t
®

10 3
AQ54
A72
Q764
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

opt for the manoeuvre that is most likely to succeed
and clearly it is the heart finesse. Once this is
successful, you must focus on spades. If the suit
splits 3-2, there is nothing special to do. But if the
suit splits 4-1, playing the ace to catch a bare honour
is useless because the other player, holding ´KJ92
for instance, will play the two on the ace and will
take the next three tricks. The only interesting case
is when West holds the bare nine. Then you have to
start with the 10, leaving East without any solution
with KQJ2. Either he surrenders a trick that could
be made with the 10 or he covers and will take only
two tricks in the suit.
As usual, to make this
contract, all you need is a good
plan, and to carry it through.
Well done, Argine! This was
East’s hand.
r

´
™
t
®

KQJ2
J 10 8 3
10 9
10 8 2

A87654
6
KQ53
K3

Game All. Dealer South. IMPs
West
North East
South
1´
Pass
2®
Pass
2t
Pass
3NT
Pass
4´
All Pass

Answers to crossword on page 47
1
9

A

L

T

I

10

The 3NT bid is supposed to promise two spades
in case the opener has six bad spades and an
unbalanced hand. Then he can easily rebid his
six card suit. And that is exactly the case here.
The contract is 4´. The lead is the ™7 (3rd/5th).
How would you play?
Two problems arise: the possible loser in
diamonds and how to deal with the trump suit.
When it comes to the first one, you have the choice
between finessing hearts, finding diamonds with a
favourable 3-3 split or finding the club ace-second
in East. Given the lead, you have no choice but to
66 English Bridge October 2019
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Bowyer’s Suit Combination Challenge from p10
´
™
t
®

Hand 1: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ´J

AQ5
742
KQJ5
Q53
N
W

E

´
™
t
®

Hand 2: South
plays in 3NT
West leads the ´4

N
W

S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

You have five top tricks (one spade, two diamonds
and two clubs). Diamonds can easily be set up for
four winners and hearts for two winners. How
might you time the hand? What’s the right play at
trick one?

ANSWER
Hand 1: You should play the ´A at trick one. Yes,
it’s possible that West has led from ´KJ10xx, but
that doesn’t mean playing the ´A is wrong. By
taking the ´A and knocking out the tA you protect
the ´Q if the tA lies with East. Here’s the full deal:

J 10 9 6 4
KJ5
3
J 10 6 2

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

K82
10 9 8 6
A72
974

73
AQ3
10 9 8 6 4
AK8

If West turns up with the tA and leads the ´10
you’d have to take a view on whether to play the ´Q
(playing West for ´KJ10xx) or whether to play low
(playing for a spade blockage with East having
´Kxx). As it is, after East takes the tA he can do
nothing. You take the ™A on the heart return and
run for home.
www.ebu.co.uk

ANSWER
Hand 2: You should play low from table at trick
one, running the lead to the ´8. East should win
that cheaply (it would be poor play to take the ´K
from a holding of ´K10x, say) but will be somewhat
hamstrung for a return. Here’s the deal:
´
™
t
®

AQ5
742
KQJ5
Q53
N

´
™
t
®

83
KQJ
A63
A9642

Preliminary Analysis:

You have five top tricks (one spade, one heart, and
three clubs) and it’s easy enough to establish four
diamond winners. What’s the right play at trick
one?

´
™
t
®

E
S

73
AQ3
10 9 8 6 4
AK8

Preliminary Analysis:

´
™
t
®

AQ5
742
K J 10 5 2
K 10

´
™
t
®

J9742
A65
8
Q875

AQ5
742
K J 10 5 2
K 10
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K 10 6
10 9 8 3
Q974
J3

83
KQJ
A63
A9642

After a spade lead, ducked to the ´10, East can do
little but return a heart at trick two to the jack and
ace. West may as well continue spades, but you have
the tempo. You try the finesse and East clears the
spades. However, when you take the diamond
finesse into East he has no spades left to play back.
You make the contract with one spade, two hearts,
four diamonds and two clubs.
October 2019 English Bridge
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Rosen’s quiz from page 36

Y

ou are West. What is your next bid:

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

West
872
AK542
A9
Q76

West
AK762
A5
K986
76

1

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
S
Redble Pass

4

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
2®

S
Pass

2

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
1´

S
Pass

5

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
2t

S
Pass

3

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
1NT

S
Pass

6

W
1™
?

N
Dble

E
2™

S
Pass

7

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
S
Redble Pass

10

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
2t

S
Pass

8

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
1NT

S
Pass

11

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
2™

S
Pass

9

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
2®

S
Pass

12

W
1´
?

N
Dble

E
2´

S
Pass

ANSWERS
1 1´. This is a great chance to show some sort of
spade liking. If you had a normal five hearts and
four spades hand you should probably bid either
2´ or 3´ just as normal, so partner can work out
you probably have three-card spade support
with modest values and no clear-cut alternative
rebid available.
2 Depends on your system. Playing Acol you
can’t rebid no trumps as it would show 15-17
whereas for strong no-trumpers they could as it
would now show 12-14. My recommendation is
to bid 2® – which doesn’t actually show clubs at
all – it just says that facing a weak hand with long
clubs this is as far as you wish to go.
3 Pass. A definite pass. Partner is now able to bid
a natural no trump. Why on earth would you
wish to bid again? Please do not repeat not
repeat not bid your hearts again – that would
68 English Bridge October 2019

definitely show six cards on this auction – even
playing Acol.

4 2t. I hope you are getting the hang of this now.
Partner will now pass with the 5-9 point version
or continue to bid otherwise.

5 2™. Partner has shown a good raise, usually three
trumps only (else higher bids) and a good 9+
points. You are minimum so you should sign off.
Partner will continue to bid if better than
minimum.

6 Pass. Quickly! Partner has shown a weak raise so
you are nowhere near to bidding on here!

7 2®. Whilst superficially it looks right to show
your diamonds you should refrain from doing
so. If partner is weak with clubs (5-9 points) you
are getting the auction unnecessarily high.
Simply bid 2® and await developments.
Cont/ p69
www.ebu.co.uk

Michael’s Interference Quiz, from p20

Y

ou open 1™ and the next hand doubles.
Partner bids 2NT. What is your call when the
hand on the right passes?

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
J652
AQJ965
K2
3

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
AQ43
K7643
Q3
J2

Hand 4
KQ2
AKJ976
QJ97
–

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
QJ3
Q432
KQ9
AKJ

Hand 5
4
AK86432
AKJ7
6

ANSWERS
Hand 1) 4™ – ‘Only’ 11 points but a powerful and
shapely hand with points where you need them. A
ten card fit gives you plenty of playing strength
and the odds are good that partner only has a
doubleton spade to ruff your losers.

Hand 2) 3™ – 12 points and unattractive shape and
honour structure. Even if game was normally
only on a spade finesse remember today the odds

of that being right have plummeted when the
double shows the spades are sitting over you.

Hand 3) 3NT – You have enough points for game
and want to give partner a choice. Holding so
many points it is very likely that the trumps are
breaking badly (since the doubler will not
normally be messing around when his point
count is low) and you have a lot of soft values
(queens and jacks) that will be more suited to a
no trump contract. (It goes without saying that
partner is welcome to return to the 4-4 heart fit if
he is particularly shapely).

Hand 4) 4® – Don’t bid a lazy 4™ and discover you
have missed a slam facing as little as
´xxx, ™Qxxx, tAKx, ®Jxx.
4® is a splinter, showing a hand worth game and
thinking about a slam with a club shortage. If
partner returns to 4™ with a fold of the fan then
we can stop safely in game, if he can bid 4t then
we are off to the races.

Hand 5) 4NT – Just as we would have done after
1™ Pass 3™. If partner has an ace it will be a fair
shot to bid 6™, just hoping partner has some help
for us in diamonds (the odds are pretty good he
doesn’t have three small, but even then it will have
a chance).
r

NEIL ROSEN’S ANSWERS CONTINUED FROM P68
8 Choice of Pass or 2t. My advice is that control-

10 2™. Partner has shown hearts – weak or strong.

rich hands (aces and kings) are much better for
trump contracts, so I think 2t is relatively clear
here.

Assuming weak I’d bid 2™ to play or hear from
partner again if stronger.

9 3t. Partner has shown diamonds. With a fit you
want to bump the bidding up to put pressure on
the opponents (there is even a case for 4t, but
that looks foolish when partner has the stronger
hand type so I would advise against).

www.ebu.co.uk

11 3t. Partner has shown a good three-card raise.
It’s quite close here between signing off in 2´
and making a natural game try of 3t. 60-40 I’d
go for 3t but as you can see a close decision.

12 Pass. Facing a weak raise (5-8 points) this is
clear cut.
r
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BLAST FROM THE PAST –

August 1947

by J H C Marx in 1947 & Richard Fleet in 2019

L

ast issue I commented that, as Jack Marx’s
problems were all set at rubber bridge,
bidding strategy was much the same as in a
team event scored by total points, such as the
Hubert Phillips Bowl. However, problems 1 and 4
this month illustrate a particular facet of rubber
bridge that needs to be taken into account.

1

With E/W vulnerable, South holds the hand
below. What should South bid on the
following auction?

´
™
t
®

42
J98643
10 6 2
54

E/W Game. Dealer North.
W
N
E
S
1t
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
Pass
?

Pass – 10 points, 1™ – 3 points. It is more than
probable that East-West have cards between them
sufficient for game, and the dominant
consideration for South is the scoring table and its
mathematical equivalents. Even if North should lose
500 at 1t doubled, this represents no real loss
against the value of the opposing game, and, with
the aid of South’s three trumps and two doubletons,
he may lose far less or even make the contract. On
the other hand 1™ may prove a safer contract, but in
that event North-South may well not double it,
preferring to try for game at their own
denomination.

2

It is game all. South holds the hand below.
What should South bid on the following
auction?

´
™
t
®

AQ9
K9532
K7
10 7 4

4™ – 10 points. It is difficult to picture a holding
for North, consistent with his simple raise to 3™,
with which the combined hands will make a slam.
There is therefore no point in taking action other
than bidding simply to game. A bid of 3´ suggests
that 4´ may be a better contract than 4™, which
South has no reason to believe, and can only
simplify the task of the defenders.
Marx is of course right. It should be noted that
this hand might present a problem for players who
regard the 2™ bid as forcing to game: the raise to 3™
is therefore unlimited and South might feel obliged
to show his excellent spade holding. Over this, one
can envisage North bidding 4® (showing a club
control), over which South might bid 4t. It is all
too easy on this hand to end up in the No Man’s
Land of the five level, opposite a hand such as
´K8653 ™Q84 tA64 ®A2 (not the worst hand that
North might have held).

I would be inclined to remove to 1™. This hand
is surely worth at least two tricks with hearts as
trumps, very likely three, but might be worth
nothing in a diamond contract.

3

Contrary to Marx’s view, I would not be overworried about East-West bidding and making a
game: they are already vulnerable so the odds are 31 that they will win the rubber (50% of the time
they will make the next game, and 50% of the rest
of the time they will make the deciding game, the
total odds in their favour therefore being 75%).
This is not the same situation as in a match where
the loss of 300 as against a certain vulnerable game
is a good result: if we lose 300 now, the opponents
score it above the line and are still 3-1 to win the
rubber and the 500 or 700 bonus with it.

´
™
t
®
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Game All. Dealer North.
W
N
E
S
1´
Pass
2™
Pass
3™
Pass
?

It is game all. South holds the hand below.
What should South bid on the following
auction?

Q 10 3
K95
A42
A654

Game All. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1®
Pass
1´
Pass
1NT
Pass
2®
Pass
?

Pass – 12 points, 2´ – 3 points. There cannot
conceivably be a game on this hand and it is
unlikely that 2´ will prove as good a contract as 2®.
North must have at least four clubs, for his second
bid, but the length and quality of his spades are an
unknown factor. If he has only four of them, a 2´
www.ebu.co.uk

contract may end disastrously; if he has more, he
may continue bidding, which South, with his fragile
holding, will not welcome. On the other hand, a
pass by South will provide West with a cheap
opportunity to enter the bidding, and this
consideration alone justifies a bid of 2´ by South.
Many players nowadays, particularly in
tournaments, play 2® as conventional in some way
so this auction isn’t all that common. At Match
Point scoring, there would be more to be said for a
2´ bid, but this is rubber bridge and 2® is likely to
be the safer part-score. If the opponents reopen
with 2t or 2™, it is open to South to compete with
2´.

4

With E/W vulnerable, South holds the hand
below. What should South bid on the
following auction?

´
™
t
®

A Q 10 9 7 6
8
10 7
KJ62

E/W Game. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1´
2™
3´
4™
?

In particular, I do not think it ‘inconceivable’ that
North will pass out 4™: he has bid his hand with 3´
so why should he bid it again? North does not know
that South has a hand with minimal high cards but
good distribution and would be ill-advised to
speculate on a sacrifice at this vulnerability: it is the
same point as in problem 1 – losing 300 to save a
game when your opponents are still 3-1 on to win
the rubber is doubtful business.

5

With E/W vulnerable, South holds the hand
below. What should South bid on the
following auction, a) if employing Culbertson
4-5 No Trump Convention; b) if employing the
Blackwood Convention; and c) if employing no
specialised slam convention?
´
™
t
®

K74
K Q 10 8 7 6
A 10
A4

W
Pass

Dealer North.
N
E
1®
Pass
3™
Pass

S
2™
?

a) 4t – 10 point, 4® – 3 points
b) 4t – 10 points, 4® – 3 points, 4NT – 3 points.

Pass – 12 points. South has opened the bidding on

c) 4t – 10 points, 4® – 3 points.

a hand on which many players would pass on
account of its lack of defensive values. The ensuing
bidding has certainly diminished these values and
his hand may well be completely trickless against an
opposing heart contract. A warning to this effect
must therefore be conveyed to partner, who may do
one of two things. He may double, in which event
South will rescue himself into 4´; if the opponents
proceed to 4™, North will know that his partner’s
contribution to the defence will be negligible and
will double again only on his own values. Or he may
bid 4´, informing South in turn that he himself is
uncertain of defeating 4™. What is quite
inconceivable is that he should pass, whether the
double raise to 3´ is played as forcing to game or
not. In the latter case, North, who is not vulnerable
and who has already bid up to 3´, would scarcely
allow vulnerable opponents to play the hand in an
undoubled game contract.

There is a quite probable, though by no means
certain, grand slam on this hand. If North’s hand is
an irreducible minimum, the values for such a
contract will not quite be there. It is therefore
important to give him an early opportunity to
reveal his precise gradation of strength. If he shows
an immediate willingess to co-operate in the slam
investigation, South, after checking up on aces, may
safely embark on the grand slam in hearts. If he
signs off at 4™, a grand slam becomes more
speculative and South would be well advised to
content himself with 6™. With the Culbertson
Convention, an immediate 4NT bid wil leave South
at the mercy of a guess in the event of North
responding, as is likely, with 5NT. With the
Blackwood, the immediate 4NT is less
objectionable, since, after locating the two aces,
South can enquire about kings and two of them
with North should suffice for thirteen tricks. But
one king may be enough if North holds a good fivecard or fair six-card club suit, and the Blackwood
alone cannot ascertain this. 4t is preferable to 4®
as a cue-bid as the latter suggests that the force in
hearts was based on excellent support for clubs,
which on South’s hand is misleading.
Cont/. . .

I was staggered when I saw what Marx had
written. 4´ seemed absolutely normal to me and I
never considered passing. I polled this hand on the
BridgeWinners website and there was a huge
majority for 4´, with one vote only for Pass.
www.ebu.co.uk
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To start with, a word of explanation. When the Acol
system first came into being, the favoured slam
convention was the Culbertson 4-5 NT: this was a
complicated device since it both gave and obtained
information. There was more to it than this, but the
most important feature was that a bid of 4NT
showed either three aces or two aces plus the king of
a suit bid by the partnership. The responding hand
would bid 5NT holding either two aces or one ace
plus the kings of all the suits bid by the partnership.
Lacking
this
holding, responder’s
most
discouraging bid was five of the lowest suit bid by
the partnership, other actions being more
encouraging.
As Marx notes, a bid of 4NT (Culbertson) directly
over 3™ doesn’t work very well on this hand: a 5NT
response, showing the two missing aces, takes up
too much room and it would be difficult to establish
that North has, as well as his two aces, the king of
clubs and the something extra which would be
needed for a grand slam to be good. However,
should he hold all of this, he will surely bid 4´ over
4t.

6

With E/W vulnerable, West holds the hand
below. After South’s 1NT bid North observes
that he understands his partner’s bid to be
equivalent to a weak take-out double (Baron
system). What should West bid?
´
™
t
®

3
K9874
AQJ2
A84

E/W Game. Dealer North.
W
N
E
S
Pass
1t
1NT
?

3™ – 12 points, Dble – 6 points. If South had not
intervened, West would undoubtedly have forced
with 2™ and he is best advised to take th equivalent
action with the situation as it is. A direct raise in
diamonds to a high level would suggest a hand
much poorer in honour strength than it actually is.
A double has something to recommend it, in that it
signals to partner that West holds the balance of
high cards, but paves the way for obstructive action
in spades by the opponents, who many find a
profitable sacrifice in that suit.
In the Baron system, a take-out double was a
strong bid and 1NT was used when the hand was
suited for a distributional take-out (defined as 10½
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to 13½ points with a 4·4·4·1 or 5·4·3·1
distribution). Although doubling 1NT is not an
ideal action, 3™ is capable of misinterpretation (for
instance, partner might conclude that it is weak
with a long heart suit). Marx does not mention the
possibility but I think that 2NT has a lot going for
it, establishing the values for game while leaving
room for exploration.

7

East and South hold the hands below. North
leads the ´10, taken by West’s ace. West now
leads the ™3-™7-™Q-™K.

1. In view of the bidding, the cards held by South
and East and the play so far, what is the most
likely holding that should be attributed to West
by South?
2. As viewed by South, West has two intelligible lines
of play for his contract. What are they?
3. What should South lead at the third trick to
frustrate West’s first plan?
4. If, in consequence of South’s lead, West falls back
on his second plan, South can legitimately hope
to beat the contract provided North has a certain
minimum holding in a particular suit. What is
this holding?

E/W Game. Dealer South.
´ 8
N
™ AQ9542
W
E
S
t K82
® Q 10 3
´ KQJ97
™ K J 10
t AQ76
® 4

E/W Game. Dealer South.
W
N
E
S
1´
2®
Pass
2™
2´
3®
Pass
5®
All Pass

1. ´Axxx ™xx tx ®AKJxxx. West should have a
really good club suit to justify his vulnerable
overbid and rebid of the suit. A holding of four
spades can be inferred from North’s lead of the 10;
if the latter held four, he would have led the lowest.

2. West can either plan to set up dummys hearts,
www.ebu.co.uk

using the trumps suit for entry cards, or to play the
hand as a cross-ruff.

3. A spade. As the trump suit is the only entry in
dummy to set up hearts, South must attempt to
shorten it, in the hope and expectation that his
partner holds not less than three clubs.

4. Three clubs headed by at least the seven. If West
is to succeed in his cross-ruff, he has to enter his
hand three times by ruffing hearts and he must
avoid an over-ruff by North. He cannot utilise
diamonds for this purpose as South will then regain
the lead and will destroy the cross-ruff position by
leading his small trump.
When Marx was writing, it was standard to lead
highest in partner’s suit except when holding four
cards or more: given the bidding, the most likely
distribution of the spade suit is that declarer has
Axxx and partner 10xx. I agree with what Marx says
and would only add that declarer is marked with
two hearts since North would not have followed
with the 7 from an original holding of 876.
I came across Marx from time to time at the
London Duplicate Bridge Club some thirty years
ago: it’s a pity that I never had the opportunity to
discuss problem 4 with him since I suspect that
his views on it might have changed!

BRIDGE
Its Official. It is not a sport.
Its totally inclusive.
It matters not if fat or thin,
Old or young, fit or disabled,
There is no exclusion from the table.
Its amazing 52 pieces of card
Keep millions worldwide in thrall,
From tiny kitchens to massive halls,
Playing for honour, points or money,
Some can even make it pay.
A partnership game, or sometimes teams,
Its polite warfare, with no quarter given.
Misdirection, subterfuge, cunning and planning,
Make every hand a veritable challenge,
That keeps us coming back for more.
Elizabeth Knowlson
Thank you for sending us this poem. Readers
should know that it was accompanied by a very
self-deprecating and amusing letter where she told
her Creative Writing teacher ‘I hate poetry’! The
poem was the result of a homework task. Everyone
else came in with poems about nature, beauty or
treasured memories, but she came in with one
about bridge – leaving the class ‘baffled’!
Ed

OBITUARIES
JOHN TURNER
John was presented with a Dimmie Fleming Award in 2002 for his
contributions to bridge in Worcestershire. He was a member of the County
Committee from 1970 until 2017, chairman on four occasions and also, at
various times, holding other positions including selector, events secretary and
county TD. In respect of the wider Midlands bridge community, he was made
a Life Member of the Midlands Counties Congress in 2011, having been
chairman of the congress on a number of occasions, and having served on the
congress committee for over forty years.
John was widely respected as a true gentleman and excellent bridge player, winning most of the county
competitions a number of times, including the County Championship Teams five times, first in 1967 and
most recently in 2013, and the County Championship Pairs four times.
Outside of bridge, in 1995 John retired from his post at King’s School in Worcester, where he was Senior
Master, having progressed from teaching maths, and a feared cruciverbalist. John loved cricket - the
County Cricket Ground at New Road in Worcester being a favourite haunt.
www.ebu.co.uk
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HOW TO PLAY BRIDGE
by Krista Powell Edwards

n interviewer once asked a woman who had
achieved a great deal in her life, ‘How did
you manage to achieve what you did?’ Her
response was ‘I never learned to play bridge’

A

The game bonus, which is awarded for accurate
bidding, is often forgotten by novice bridge players.
Calling it a ‘Brucie bonus’ makes it much more
memorable.

If you decide to ignore that woman’s warning and
play bridge, now or in the future, I’m going to share
with you, from my own experience, some tips on:

Hands which contain lots of high card points –
for the non-bridge players, this is 13 cards which are
aces, kings, queens and jacks – have special bids that
need to be remembered. How about describing such
hands as ‘real stonkers?’

D how to play bridge;
D how to enjoy playing bridge;
D and most importantly, how to survive playing
bridge!
The first and the most important consideration is
‘Partner’.
In bridge you must play with a partner.

Given there is so much jargon, it’s wise to adopt
the approach KISS, which is most usually
understood as ‘Keep it simple stupid.’
Given your relationship, or planned relationship
with your partner, you might prefer to use instead
‘Keep it Simple Sweetheart’.

‘Play’ is an interesting description and not always
a valid one. Take great care in your choice of
partner.

Talking about KISS, one way to deal with a
partner who’s moaning, or pulling a face at you
across the table, is to blow a kiss at him or her.

It’s very tempting to play with a real life partner.
But this can be dangerous. Very dangerous, as the
several spouses who have been murdered during or
after a bridge game, have learnt to their cost.

Now, this approach will certainly have an impact.
However, take care, as it may lead to another bit of
bridge jargon – a ‘squeeze’!

It can, and does, work playing with a real life
partner. One way this appears to work is if one
person in the partnership is a sadist and the other a
masochist.
Bear in mind that you cannot not communicate.
Facial expressions, voice tone and body language
will all be communicating messages to your partner.
If you want to keep a real life partnership going,
or stay friends, or stay alive, be very aware of what
you are communicating across the table.
A useful rule to apply is ‘What happens at the
table, stays at the table’ – Don’t take it home. Doing
so could be very bad for your health!
Second, Jargon. There’s lots of jargon in bridge.
Terms like ‘ruff ’, ‘finesse’, ‘endplay’. Wow, playing
bridge can be like speaking another language! A tip
is to translate the jargon into something more
meaningful.
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Bridge is a mind game. Literally. Your state of
mind will affect yourself and the people you play
with and against.
My final suggestions are about how to use your
mind to your advantage.
D First, play either stone cold sober or blind drunk.
Never in between. Stone cold sober and you’re
more likely to play effectively. Blind drunk and
you won’t care how you play. In between, and you
get the worst of both worlds, still caring about
your performance, yet not having the clarity of
thought to perform well.
D Second, keep a poker face. Keep hidden what you
are thinking and feeling about what’s going on at
the bridge table, so you are not giving away
information that could be useful to others. This is
going to be much more difficult to achieve if
you’re playing drunk than if playing sober, but
hey, if you’re playing drunk you won’t care much
about your performance!
www.ebu.co.uk

D Thirdly, it’s important to observe the opposition.
To explain this bridge jargon for the non-bridge
player, the ‘opposition’ are the two people of the
partnership you play against in a bridge game.
If the opponents are sizing you up, trying to
decide, ‘Is this person a good bridge player?’ – Use
this information to your advantage! All’s fair in love
and bridge.
Male bridge players are especially well known for
underestimating female opposition. Ladies, to take
advantage, smile sweetly, flutter your eyelashes and
in the most emptyheaded way possible, say ‘Hi’.
This usually leads to them not taking you
seriously. They put down their guard and relax and
you can take advantage! You’ve won the mind game
and are likely to win the bridge game!
This tactic is especially useful if you are a LOL.
LOL? Little old lady. Little old ladies are the stories
of bridge legends.

ONE TRUE STORY
Some years ago someone I know was playing in a
local competition. This person was extremely
competitive and hungry for success. He went over to
his partner and said, ‘Great, we are playing two little
old ladies next, should be a walkover!’
They played, and the two little old ladies won by
a huge margin. Our man was puzzled. How could
he have been beaten by two little old ladies?
The two little old ladies were Rixi Markus and her
partner. Rixi Markus was one of the most successful
bridge players of all time!
So to summarise – how to play bridge, and live to
tell the tale:
D Decide whether you are going to play sober or
drunk;
D Prepare for the mind games and little old ladies;
D And most importantly, make sure you choose the
right partner to play with!

Thank you Krista Powell Edwards who sent this
humorous piece in. As a member of the Association
of Speakers Clubs, Krista used this for an
assignment.
www.ebu.co.uk
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